Abstract

The PASSporT format defines a token that can be carried by signaling protocols, including SIP, to cryptographically attest the identity of callers. Not all telephone calls use Internet signaling protocols, however, and some calls use them for only part of their signaling path, or cannot reliably deliver SIP header fields end-to-end. This document describes use cases that require the delivery of PASSporT objects outside of the signaling path, and defines architectures and semantics to provide this functionality.
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1. Introduction

The STIR problem statement [RFC7340] describes widespread problems enabled by impersonation in the telephone network, including illegal robocalling, voicemail hacking, and swatting. As telephone services are increasingly migrating onto the Internet, and using Voice over IP (VoIP) protocols such as SIP [RFC3261], it is necessary for these
protocols to support stronger identity mechanisms to prevent impersonation. For example, [RFC8224] defines a SIP Identity header field capable of carrying PASSporT [RFC8225] objects in SIP as a means to cryptographically attest that the originator of a telephone call is authorized to use the calling party number (or, for native SIP cases, SIP URI) associated with the originator of the call.

Not all telephone calls use SIP today, however, and even those that do use SIP do not always carry SIP signaling end-to-end. Calls from telephone numbers still routinely traverse the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) at some point. Broadly, calls fall into one of three categories:

1. One or both of the endpoints is actually a PSTN endpoint.

2. Both of the endpoints are non-PSTN (SIP, Jingle, ...) but the call transits the PSTN at some point.

3. Non-PSTN calls which do not transit the PSTN at all (such as native SIP end-to-end calls).

The first two categories represent the majority of telephone calls associated with problems like illegal robocalling: many robocalls today originate on the Internet but terminate at PSTN endpoints. However, the core network elements that operate the PSTN are legacy devices that are unlikely to be upgradable at this point to support an in-band authentication system. As such, those devices largely cannot be modified to pass signatures originating on the Internet—or indeed any inband signaling data—intact. Even if fields for tunneling arbitrary data can be found in traditional PSTN signaling, in some cases legacy elements would strip the signatures from those fields; in others, they might damage them to the point where they cannot be verified. For those first two categories above, any in-band authentication scheme does not seem practical in the current environment.

While the core network of the PSTN remains fixed, the endpoints of the telephone network are becoming increasingly programmable and sophisticated. Landline "plain old telephone service" deployments, especially in the developed world, are shrinking, and increasingly being replaced by three classes of intelligent devices: smart phones, IP PBXs, and terminal adapters. All three are general purpose computers, and typically all three have Internet access as well as access to the PSTN; they may be used for residential, mobile, or enterprise telephone services. Additionally, various kinds of gateways increasingly front for deployments of legacy PBX and PSTN switches. All of this provides a potential avenue for building an
authentication system that implements stronger identity while leaving PSTN systems intact.

This capability also provides an ideal transitional technology while in-band STIR adoption is ramping up. It permits early adopters to use the technology even when intervening network elements are not yet STIR-aware, and through various kinds of gateways, it may allow providers with a significant PSTN investment to still secure their calls with STIR.

The techniques described in this document therefore build on the PASSporT [RFC8225] mechanism and the work of [RFC8224] to describe a way that a PASSporT object created in the originating network of a call can reach the terminating network even when it cannot be carried end-to-end in-band in the call signaling. This relies on a new service defined in this document called a Call Placement Service (CPS) that permits the PASSporT object to be stored during call processing and retrieved for verification purposes.

Potential implementors should note that this document merely defines the operating environments in which this out-of-band STIR mechanism is intended to operate. It provides use cases, gives a broad description of the components and a potential solution architecture. Various environments may have their own security requirements: a public deployment of out-of-band STIR faces far greater challenges than a constrained intranetwork deployment. To flesh out the storage and retrieval of PASSporTs in the CPS within this context, this document includes a strawman protocol suitable for that purpose. Deploying this framework in any given environment would require additional specification outside the scope of the current document.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

3. Operating Environments

This section describes the environments in which the proposed out-of-band STIR mechanism is intended to operate. In the simplest setting, Alice is calling Bob, and her call is routed through some set of gateways and/or the PSTN which do not support end-to-end delivery of STIR. Both Alice and Bob have smart devices which can access the Internet (perhaps enterprise devices, or even end user ones), but they do not have a clear telephone signaling connection between them:
Alice cannot inject any data into signaling which Bob can read, with the exception of the asserted destination and origination E.164 numbers. The calling party number might originate from her own device or from the network. These numbers are effectively the only data that can be used for coordination between the endpoints.

In a more complicated setting, Alice and/or Bob may not have a smart or programmable device, but instead just a traditional telephone. However, one or both of them are behind a STIR-aware gateway that can participate in out-of-band coordination, as shown below:

In such a case, Alice might have an analog (e.g., PSTN) connection to her gateway/switch which is responsible for her identity. Similarly, the gateway would verify Alice’s identity, generate the right calling party number information and provide that number to Bob using ordinary Plain Ol’ Telephone Service (POTS) mechanisms.

4. Dataflows

Because in these operating environments endpoints cannot pass cryptographic information to one another directly through signaling, any solution must involve some rendezvous mechanism to allow endpoints to communicate. We call this rendezvous service a "call placement service" (CPS), a service where a record of call placement,
in this case a PASSporT, can be stored for future retrieval. In principle this service could communicate any information, but minimally we expect it to include a full-form PASSporT that attests the caller, callee, and the time of the call. The callee can use the existence of a PASSporT for a given incoming call as rough validation of the asserted origin of that call. (See Section 11 for limitations of this design.)

This architecture does not mandate that any particular sort of entity operate a CPS, or mandate any means to discover a CPS. A CPS could be run internally within a network, or made publicly available. One or more CPSes could be run by a carrier, as repositories for PASSporTs for calls sent to its customers, or a CPS could be built-in to an enterprise PBX, or even a smartphone. To the degree possible, it is specified here generically, as an idea that may have applicability to a variety of STIR deployments.

There are roughly two plausible dataflow architectures for the CPS:

1. The callee registers with the CPS. When the caller wishes to place a call to the callee, it sends the PASSporT to the CPS, which immediately forwards it to the callee, or,

2. The caller stores the PASSporT with the CPS at the time of call placement. When the callee receives the call, it contacts the CPS and retrieves the PASSporT.

While the first architecture is roughly isomorphic to current VoIP protocols, it shares their drawbacks. Specifically, the callee must maintain a full-time connection to the CPS to serve as a notification channel. This comes with the usual networking costs to the callee and is especially problematic for mobile endpoints. Indeed, if the endpoints had the capabilities to implement such an architecture, they could surely just use SIP or some other protocol to set up a secure session; even if the media were going through the traditional PSTN, a "shadow" SIP session could convey the PASSporT. Thus, we focus on the second architecture in which the PSTN incoming call serves as the notification channel and the callee can then contact the CPS to retrieve the PASSporT. In specialized environments, for example a call center that receives a large volume of incoming calls that originated in the PSTN, the notification channel approach might be viable.

5. Use Cases

The following are the motivating use cases for this mechanism. Bear in mind that just as in [RFC8224] there may be multiple Identity headers in a single SIP INVITE, so there may be multiple PASSporTs in
this out-of-band mechanism associated with a single call. For example, a SIP user agent might create a PASSporT for a call with an end user credential, and as the call exits the originating administrative domain the network authentication service might create its own PASSporT for the same call. As such, these use cases may overlap in the processing of a single call.

5.1. Case 1: VoIP to PSTN Call

A call originates in a SIP environment in a STIR-aware administrative domain. The local authentication service for that administrative domain creates a PASSporT which is carried in band in the call per [RFC8224]. The call is routed out of the originating administrative domain and reaches a gateway to the PSTN. Eventually, the call will terminate on a mobile smartphone that supports this out-of-band mechanism.

In this use case, the originating authentication service can store the PASSporT with the appropriate CPS (per the practices of Section 10) for the target telephone number as a fallback in case SIP signaling will not reach end-to-end. When the destination mobile smartphone receives the call over the PSTN, it consults the CPS and discovers a PASSporT from the originating telephone number waiting for it. It uses this PASSporT to verify the calling party number.

5.2. Case 2: Two Smart PSTN endpoints

A call originates with an enterprise PBX that has both Internet access and a built-in gateway to the PSTN, which communicates through traditional telephone signaling protocols. The PBX immediately routes the call to the PSTN, but before it does, it provisions a PASSporT on the CPS associated with the target telephone number.

After normal PSTN routing, the call lands on a smart mobile handset that supports the STIR out-of-band mechanism. It queries the appropriate CPS over the Internet to determine if a call has been placed to it by a STIR-aware device. It finds the PASSporT provisioned by the enterprise PBX and uses it to verify the calling party number.

5.3. Case 3: PSTN to VoIP Call

A call originates with an enterprise PBX that has both Internet access and a built-in gateway to the PSTN. It will immediately route the call to the PSTN, but before it does, it provisions a PASSporT with the CPS associated with the target telephone number. However, it turns out that the call will eventually route through the PSTN to an Internet gateway, which will translate this into a SIP call and
deliver it to an administrative domain with a STIR verification service.

In this case, there are two subcases for how the PASSporT might be retrieved. In subcase 1, the Internet gateway that receives the call from the PSTN could query the appropriate CPS to determine if the original caller created and provisioned a PASSporT for this call. If so, it can retrieve the PASSporT and, when it creates a SIP INVITE for this call, add a corresponding Identity header field per [RFC8224]. When the SIP INVITE reaches the destination administrative domain, it will be able to verify the PASSporT normally. Note that to avoid discrepancies with the Date header field value, only full-form PASSporT should be used for this purpose. In subcase 2, the gateway does not retrieve the PASSporT itself, but instead the verification service at the destination administrative domain does so. Subcase 1 would perhaps be valuable for deployments where the destination administrative domain supports in-band STIR but not out-of-band STIR.

5.4. Case 4: Gateway Out-of-band

A call originates in the SIP world in a STIR-aware administrative domain. The local authentication service for that administrative domain creates a PASSporT which is carried in band in the call per [RFC8224]. The call is routed out of the originating administrative domain and eventually reaches a gateway to the PSTN.

In this case, the originating authentication service does not support the out-of-band mechanism, so instead the gateway to the PSTN extracts the PASSporT from the SIP request and provisions it to the CPS. (When the call reaches the gateway to the PSTN, the gateway might first check the CPS to see if a PASSporT object had already been provisioned for this call, and only provision a PASSporT if none is present).

Ultimately, the call may terminate on the PSTN, or be routed back to a SIP environment. In the former case, perhaps the destination endpoint queries the CPS to retrieve the PASSporT provisioned by the first gateway. Or if the call ultimately returns to a SIP environment, it might be the gateway from the PSTN back to the Internet that retrieves the PASSporT from the CPS and attaches it to the new SIP INVITE it creates, or it might be the terminating administrative domain’s verification service that checks the CPS when an INVITE arrives with no Identity header field. Either way the PASSporT can survive the gap in SIP coverage caused by the PSTN leg of the call.
5.5. Case 5: Enterprise Call Center

A call originates from a mobile user, and a STIR authentication service operated by their carrier creates a PASSporT for the call. As the carrier forwards the call via SIP, it attaches the PASSporT to the SIP call with an Identity header field. As a fallback in case the call will not go end-to-end over SIP, the carrier also stores the PASSporT in a CPS.

The call is then routed over SIP for a time, before it transitions to the PSTN and ultimately is handled by a legacy PBX at a high-volume call center. The call center supports the out-of-band service, and has a high-volume interface to a CPS to retrieve PASSporTs for incoming calls; agents at the call center use a general purpose computer to manage inbound calls and can receive STIR notifications through it. When the PASSporT arrives at the CPS, it is sent through a subscription/notification interface to a system that can correlate incoming calls with valid PASSporTs. The call center agent sees that a valid call from the originating number has arrived.

6. Storing and Retrieving PASSporTs

The use cases show a variety of entities accessing the CPS to store and retrieve PASSporTs. The question of how the CPS authorizes the storage and retrieval of PASSporT is thus a key design decision in the architecture. The STIR architecture assumes that service providers and in some cases end user devices will have credentials suitable for attesting authority over telephone numbers per [RFC8226]. These credentials provide the most obvious way that a CPS can authorize the storage and retrieval of PASSporTs. However, as use cases 3, 4 and 5 in Section 5 show, it may sometimes make sense for the entity storing or retrieving PASSporTs to be an intermediary rather than a device associated with either the originating or terminating side of a call, and those intermediaries often would not have access to STIR credentials covering the telephone numbers in question. Requiring authorization based on a credential to store PASSporTs is therefore undesirable, though potentially acceptable if sufficient steps are taken to mitigate any privacy risk of leaking data.

It is an explicit design goal of this mechanism to minimize the potential privacy exposure of using a CPS. Ideally, the out-of-band mechanism should not result in a worse privacy situation than in-band [RFC8224] STIR: for in-band, we might say that a SIP entity is authorized to receive a PASSporT if it is an intermediate or final target of the routing of a SIP request. As the originator of a call cannot necessarily predict the routing path a call will follow, an
out-of-band mechanism could conceivably even improve on the privacy story.

Broadly, the architecture recommended here thus is one focused on permitting any entity to store encrypted PASSporTs at the CPS, indexed under the called number. PASSporTs will be encrypted with a public key associated with the called number, so these PASSporTs may safely be retrieved by any entity, as only holders of the corresponding private key will be able to decrypt the PASSporT. This also prevents the CPS itself from learning the contents of PASSporTs, and thus metadata about calls in progress, which makes the CPS a less attractive target for pervasive monitoring (see [RFC7258]). As a first step, transport-level security can provide confidentiality from eavesdroppers for both the storing and retrieval of PASSporTs. To bolster the privacy story, prevent denial-of-service flooding of the CPS, and to complicate traffic analysis, a few additional mechanisms are also recommended below.

6.1. Storage

There are a few dimensions to authorizing the storage of PASSporTs. Encrypting PASSporTs prior to storage entails that a CPS has no way to tell if a PASSporT is valid; it simply conveys encrypted blocks that it cannot access itself, and can make no authorization decision based on the PASSporT contents. There is certainly no prospect for the CPS to verify the PASSporT itself.

Note that this architecture requires clients that store PASSporTs to have access to an encryption key associated with the intended called party to be used to encrypt the PASSporT. Discovering this key requires the existence of a key lookup service (see Section 11); depending on how the CPS is architected, however, some kind of key store or repository could be implemented adjacent to it, and perhaps even incorporated into its operation. Key discovery is made more complicated by the fact that there can potentially be multiple entities that have authority over a telephone number: a carrier, a reseller, an enterprise, and an end user might all have credentials permitting them to attest that they are allowed to originate calls from a number, say. PASSporTs for out-of-band use therefore might need to be encrypted with multiple keys in the hopes that one will be decipherable by the relying party.

Again, the most obvious way to authorize storage is to require the originator to authenticate themselves to the CPS with their STIR credential. However, since the call is indexed at the CPS under the called number, this can weaken the privacy story of the architecture, as it reveals to the CPS both the identity of the caller and the callee. Moreover, it does not work for the gateway use cases.
described above; to support those use cases, we must effectively allow any entity to store PASSporTs at a CPS. This does not degrade the anti-impersonation security of STIR, because entities who do not possess the necessary credentials to sign the PASSporT will not be able to create PASSporTs that will be treated as valid by verifiers. In this architecture, it does not matter whether the CPS received a PASSporT from the authentication service that created it or from an intermediary gateway downstream in the routing path as in case 4 above. However, if literally anyone can store PASSporTs in the CPS, an attacker could easily flood the CPS with millions of bogus PASSporTs indexed under a calling number, and thereby prevent the called party from finding a valid PASSporT for an incoming call buried in a haystack of fake entries.

The solution architecture must therefore include some sort of traffic control system to prevent flooding. Preferably, this should not require authenticating the source, as this will reveal to the CPS both the source and destination of traffic. A potential solution is discussed below in Section 7.5.

6.2. Retrieval

For retrieval of PASSporTs, this architecture assumes that clients will contact the CPS through some sort of polling or notification interface to receive all current PASSporTs for calls destined to a particular telephone number, or block of numbers.

As PASSporTs stored at the CPS are encrypted with a key belonging to the intended destination, the CPS can safely allow anyone to download PASSporTs for a called number without much fear of compromising private information about calls in progress – provided that the CPS always returns at least one encrypted blob in response to a request, even if there was no call in progress. Otherwise, entities could poll the CPS constantly, or eavesdrop on traffic, to learn whether or not calls were in progress. The CPS MUST generate at least one unique and plausible encrypted response to all retrieval requests, and these dummy encrypted PASSporTs MUST NOT be repeated for later calls. An encryption scheme needs to be carefully chosen to make messages look indistinguishable from random when encrypted, so that information about called party is not discoverable from legitimate encrypted PASSporTs.

Because the entity placing a call may discover multiple keys associated with the called party number, multiple valid PASSporTs may be stored in the CPS. A particular called party who retrieves PASSporTs from the CPS may have access to only one of those keys. Thus, the presence of one or more PASSporTs that the called party cannot decrypt – which would be indistinguishable from the "dummy"
PASSporTs created by the CPS when no calls are in progress - does not entail that there is no call in progress. A retriever likely will need to decrypt all PASSporTs retrieved from the CPS, and may find only one that is valid.

In order to prevent the CPS from learning the numbers that a callee controls, callees might also request PASSporTs for numbers that they do not own, that they have no hope of decrypting. Implementations could even allow a callee to request PASSporTs for a range or prefix of numbers: a trade-off where that callee is willing to sift through bulk quantities of undecryptable PASSporTs for the sake of hiding from the CPS what numbers it controls.

Note that in out-of-band call forwarding cases, special behavior is required to manage the relationship between PASSporTs using the diversion extension [I-D.ietf-stir-passport-divert]. The originating authentication service would encrypt the initial PASSporT with the public encryption key of the intended destination, but once a call is forwarded, it may go to a destination that does not possess the corresponding private key and thus could not decrypt the original PASSporT. This requires the retargeting entity to generate encrypted PASSporTs that show a secure chain of diversion: a retargeting storer SHOULD use the "div-o" PASSporT type, with its "opt" extension, as specified in [I-D.ietf-stir-passport-divert] in order to nest the original PASSporT within the encrypted diversion PASSporT.

7. Solution Architecture

In this section, we discuss a high-level architecture for providing the service described in the previous sections. This discussion is deliberately sketchy, focusing on broad concepts and skipping over details. The intent here is merely to provide an overall architecture, not an implementable specification. A more concrete example of how this might be specified is given in Section 9.

7.1. Credentials and Phone Numbers

We start from the premise of the STIR problem statement [RFC7340] that phone numbers can be associated with credentials which can be used to attest ownership of numbers. For purposes of exposition, we will assume that ownership is associated with the endpoint (e.g., a smartphone) but it might well be associated with a provider or gateway acting for the endpoint instead. It might be the case that multiple entities are able to act for a given number, provided that they have the appropriate authority. [RFC8226] describes a credential system suitable for this purpose; the question of how an entity is determined to have control of a given number is out of scope for the current document.
7.2. Call Flow

An overview of the basic calling and verification process is shown below. In this diagram, we assume that Alice has the number +1.111.555.1111 and Bob has the number +2.222.555.2222.

Alice                    Call Placement Service                  Bob
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Store Encrypted PASSporT for 2.222.555.2222 ->
Call from 1.111.555.1111 ---------------------------------------->

<-------------- Request PASSporT(s)
for 2.222.555.2222

Obtain Encrypted PASSporT -------->
(2.222.555.2222, 1.111.555.1111)

[Ring phone with verified callerid
 = 1.111.555.1111]

When Alice wishes to make a call to Bob, she contacts the CPS and stores an encrypted PASSporT on the CPS indexed under Bob’s number. The CPS then awaits retrievals for that number.

When Alice places the call, Bob’s phone would usually ring and display Alice’s number (+1.111.555.1111), which is informed by the existing PSTN mechanisms for relaying a calling party number (e.g., the CIN field of the IAM). Instead, Bob’s phone transparently contacts the CPS and requests any current PASSporTs for calls to his number. The CPS responds with any such PASSporTs (or dummy PASSporTs if no relevant ones are currently stored). If such a PASSporT exists, and the verification service in Bob’s phone decrypts it using his private key, validates it, then Bob’s phone can present the calling party number information as valid. Otherwise, the call is unverifiable. Note that this does not necessarily mean that the call is bogus; because we expect incremental deployment, many legitimate calls will be unverifiable.

7.3. Security Analysis

The primary attack we seek to prevent is an attacker convincing the callee that a given call is from some other caller C. There are two scenarios to be concerned with:
1. The attacker wishes to impersonate a target when no call from that target is in progress.

2. The attacker wishes to substitute himself for an existing call setup.

If an attacker can inject fake PASSporTs into the CPS or in the communication from the CPS to the callee, he can mount either attack. As PASSporTs should be digitally signed by an appropriate authority for the number and verified by the callee (see Section 7.1), this should not arise in ordinary operations. Any attacker who is aware of calls in progress can attempt to mount a race to substitute themselves as described in Section 7.4. For privacy and robustness reasons, using TLS [RFC8446] on the originating side when storing the PASSPorT at the CPS is RECOMMENDED.

The entire system depends on the security of the credential infrastructure. If the authentication credentials for a given number are compromised, then an attacker can impersonate calls from that number. However, that is no different from in-band [RFC8224] STIR.

A secondary attack we must also prevent is denial-of-service against the CPS, which requires some form of rate control solution that will not degrade the privacy properties of the architecture.

### 7.4. Substitution Attacks

All the receipt of the PASSporT from the CPS proves to the called party is that Alice is trying to call Bob (or at least was as of very recently) - it does not prove that any particular incoming call is from Alice. Consider the scenario in which we have a service which provides an automatic callback to a user-provided number. In that case, the attacker can try to arrange for a false caller-id value, as shown below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker</th>
<th>Callback Service</th>
<th>CPS</th>
<th>Bob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place call to Bob ------&gt;</td>
<td>Store PASSporT for CS:Bob --&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(from 111.555.1111)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call from Attacker (forged CS caller-id info) -&gt;</td>
<td>Call from CS --&gt; X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;-- Retrieve PASSporT for CS:Bob --&gt;</td>
<td>PASSporT for CS:Bob --&gt; [Ring phone with callerid = 111.555.1111]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to mount this attack, the attacker contacts the Callback Service (CS) and provides it with Bob’s number. This causes the CS to initiate a call to Bob. As before, the CS contacts the CPS to insert an appropriate PASSporT and then initiates a call to Bob. Because it is a valid CS injecting the PASSporT, none of the security checks mentioned above help. However, the attacker simultaneously initiates a call to Bob using forged caller-id information corresponding to the CS. If he wins the race with the CS, then Bob’s phone will attempt to verify the attacker’s call (and succeed since they are indistinguishable) and the CS’s call will go to busy/voice mail/call waiting.

In order to prevent a passive attacker from using traffic analysis or similar means to learn precisely when a call is placed, it is essential that the connection between the caller and the CPS be encrypted as recommended above. Authentication services could store dummy PASSporTs at the CPS at random intervals in order to make it more difficult for an eavesdropper to use traffic analysis to determine that a call was about to be placed.

Note that in a SIP environment, the callee might notice that there were multiple INVITEs and thus detect this attack, but in some PSTN interworking scenarios, or highly intermediated networks, only one call setup attempt will reach the target. Also note that the success of this substitution attack depends on the attacker landing their call within the narrow window that the PASSporT is retained in the CPS, so shortening that window will reduce the opportunity for the attack. Finally, smart endpoints could implement some sort of state
coordination to ensure that both sides believe the call is in progress, though methods of supporting that are outside the scope of this document.

7.5. Rate Control for CPS Storage

In order to prevent the flooding of a CPS with bogus PASSporTs, we propose the use of "blind signatures" (see [RFC5636]). A sender will initially authenticate to the CPS using its STIR credentials, and acquire a signed token from the CPS that will be presented later when storing a PASSporT. The flow looks as follows:

Sender                   CPS
Authenticate to CPS ----->
Blinded(K_temp) ----------->
Sign(K_cps, Blinded(K_temp))
[Disconnect]

Sign(K_cps, K_temp)
Sign(K_temp, E(K_receiver, PASSporT)) ---->

At an initial time when no call is yet in progress, a potential client connects to the CPS, authenticates, and sends a blinded version of a freshly generated public key. The CPS returns a signed version of that blinded key. The sender can then unblind the key and gets a signature on K_temp from the CPS.

Then later, when a client wants to store a PASSporT, it connects to the CPS anonymously (preferably over a network connection that cannot be correlated with the token acquisition) and sends both the signed K_temp and its own signature over the encrypted PASSporT. The CPS verifies both signatures and if they verify, stores the encrypted passport (discarding the signatures).

This design lets the CPS rate limit how many PASSporTs a given sender can store just by counting how many times K_temp appears; perhaps CPS policy might reject storage attempts and require acquisition of a new K_temp after storing more than a certain number of PASSporTs indexed under the same destination number in a short interval. This does not of course allow the CPS to tell when bogus data is being provisioned by an attacker, simply the rate at which data is being provisioned. Potentially, feedback mechanisms could be developed that would allow the called parties to tell the CPS when they are receiving unusual or bogus PASSporTs.
This architecture also assumes that the CPS will age out PASSporTs. A CPS SHOULD NOT keep any stored PASSporT for no longer than a value that might be selected for the verification service policy for freshness of the "iat" value as described in [RFC8224] (i.e. sixty seconds). Any reduction in this window makes substitution attacks (see Section 7.4) harder to mount, but making the window too small might conceivably age PASSporTs out while a heavily redirected call is still alerting.

An alternative potential approach to blind signatures would be the use of oblivious pseudorandom functions (VOPRFs, per [I-D.privacy-pass]), which move prove faster.

8. Authentication and Verification Service Behavior for Out-of-Band

[RFC8224] defines an authentication service and a verification service as functions that act in the context of SIP requests and responses. This specification thus provides a more generic description of authentication service and verification service behavior that might or might not involve any SIP transactions, but depends only on placing a request for communications from an originating identity to one or more destination identities.

8.1. Authentication Service (AS)

Out-of-band authentication services perform steps similar to those defined in [RFC8224] with some exceptions:

Step 1: The authentication service MUST determine whether it is authoritative for the identity of the originator of the request, that is, the identity it will populate in the "orig" claim of the PASSporT. It can do so only if it possesses the private key of one or more credentials that can be used to sign for that identity, be it a domain or a telephone number or some other identifier. For example, the authentication service could hold the private key associated with a STIR certificate [RFC8225].

Step 2: The authentication service MUST determine that the originator of communications can claim the originating identity. This is a policy decision made by the authentication service that depends on its relationship to the originator. For an out-of-band application built-in to the calling device, for example, this is the same check performed in Step 1: does the calling device hold a private key, one corresponding to a STIR certificate, that can sign for the originating identity?

Step 3: The authentication service MUST acquire the public encryption key of the destination, which will be used to encrypt the PASSporT
(see Section 11). It MUST also discover (see Section 10) the CPS associated with the destination. The authentication service may already have the encryption key and destination CPS cached, or may need to query a service to acquire the key. Note that per Section 7.5 the authentication service may also need to acquire a token for PASSporT storage from the CPS upon CPS discovery. It is anticipated that the discovery mechanism (see Section 10) used to find the appropriate CPS will also find the proper key server for the public key of the destination. In some cases, a destination may have multiple public encryption keys associated with it. In that case, the authentication service MUST collect all of those keys.

Step 4: The authentication service MUST create the PASSporT object. This includes acquiring the system time to populate the "iat" claim, and populating the "orig" and "dest" claims as described in [RFC8225]. The authentication service MUST then encrypt the PASSporT. If in Step 3 the authentication service discovered multiple public keys for the destination, it MUST create one encrypted copy for each public key it discovered.

Finally, the authentication service stores the encrypted PASSporT(s) at the CPS discovered in Step 3. Only after that is completed should any call be initiated. Note that a call might be initiated over SIP, and the authentication service would place the same PASSporT in the Identity header field value of the SIP request - though SIP would carry a cleartext version rather than an encrypted version sent to the CPS. In that case, out-of-band would serve as a fallback mechanism in case the request was not conveyed over SIP end-to-end. Also, note that the authentication service MAY use a compact form of the PASSporT for a SIP request, whereas the version stored at the CPS MUST always be a full form PASSporT.

8.2. Verification Service (VS)

When a call arrives, an out-of-band verification service performs steps similar to those defined in [RFC8224] with some exceptions:

Step 1: The verification service contacts the CPS and requests all current PASSporTs for its destination number; or alternatively it may receive PASSporTs through a push interface from the CPS in some deployments. The verification service MUST then decrypt all PASSporTs using its private key. Some PASSporTs may not be decryptable for any number of reasons: they may be intended for a different verification service, or they may be "dummy" values inserted by the CPS for privacy purposes. The next few steps will narrow down the set of PASSporTs that the verification service will examine from that initial decryptable set.
Step 2: The verification service MUST determine if any "ppt" extensions in the PASSporTs are unsupported. It takes only the set of supported PASSporTs and applies the next step to them.

Step 3: The verification service MUST determine if there is an overlap between the calling party number presented in call signaling and the "orig" field of any decrypted PASSporTs. It takes the set of matching PASSporTs and applies the next step to them.

Step 4: The verification service MUST determine if the credentials that signed each PASSporT are valid, and if the verification service trusts the CA that issued the credentials. It takes the set of trusted PASSporTs to the next step.

Step 5: The verification service MUST check the freshness of the "iat" claim of each PASSporT. The exact interval of time that determines freshness is left to local policy. It takes the set of fresh PASSporTs to the next step.

Step 6: The verification service MUST check the validity of the signature over each PASSporT, as described in [RFC8225].

Finally, the verification service will end up with one or more valid PASSporTs corresponding to the call it has received. In keeping with baseline STIR, this document does not dictate any particular treatment of calls that have valid PASSporTs associated with them; the handling of the call after the verification process depends on how the verification service is implemented and on local policy. However, it is anticipated that local policies could involve making different forwarding decisions in intermediary implementations, or changing how the user is alerted or how identity is rendered in UA implementations.

8.3. Gateway Placement Services

The STIR out-of-band mechanism also supports the presence of gateway placement services, which do not create PASSporTs themselves, but instead take PASSporTs out of signaling protocols and store them at a CPS before gatewaying to a protocol that cannot carry PASSporTs itself. For example, a SIP gateway that sends calls to the PSTN could receive a call with an Identity header field, extract a PASSporT from the Identity header field, and store that PASSporT at a CPS.

To place a PASSporT at a CPS, a gateway MUST perform Step 3 of Section 8.1 above: that is, it must discover the CPS and public key associated with the destination of the call, and may need to acquire a PASSporT storage token (see Section 6.1). Per Step 3 of
Section 8.1 this may entail discovering several keys. The gateway
then collects the in-band PASSporT(s) from the in-band signaling,
encrypts the PASSporT(s), and stores them at the CPS.

A similar service could be performed by a gateway that retrieves
PASSporTs from a CPS and inserts them into signaling protocols that
support carrying PASSporTs in-band. This behavior may be defined by
future specifications.

9. Example HTTPS Interface to the CPS

As a rough example, we show a Call Placement Service implementation
here which uses a REST API to store and retrieve objects at the CPS.
The calling party stores the PASSporT at the CPS prior to initiating
the call; the PASSporT is stored at a location at the CPS that
corresponds to the called number. Note that it is possible for
multiple parties to be calling a number at the same time, and that
for called numbers such as large call centers, many PASSporTs could
legitimately be stored simultaneously, and it might prove difficult
to correlate these with incoming calls.

Assume that an authentication service has created the following
PASSporT for a call to the telephone number 2.222.555.2222 (note that
these are dummy values):

    eyJhbGciOiJFUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6InBhc3Nwb3J0IiwieDV1IjoiaHR0cHM6Ly9
jZXJ0LmV4YW1wbGUub3JnL3Bhc3Nwb3J0LmNlciJ9.eyJkZXN0Ijp7InR5cCI6
IyMjI1NTUyMjIyIn19.f2jkZwoLJ4yiiToKq64wVqjz4yNz64yTJ55iLJ

Through some discovery mechanism (see Section 10), the authentication
service discovers the network location of a web service that acts as
the CPS for 2.222.555.2222. Through the same mechanism, we will say
that it has also discovered one public encryption key for that
destination. It uses that encryption key to encrypt the PASSporT,
resulting in the encrypted PASSporT:

    rlWuoTpvBvWSHm hesitant VARpV6Vaooup3Ajo3W0VvjvrQI1VwbvnUEoPUCZ6YI9w
MKW0Yzi4Lj1jotHho3WaY3Oup3Ajo3W0YzAyypvW9r1WxMKAOVCw7vaI1nF6J1Wm
KNN6LJkcL2INMKuuoK0fMF5wo20vKK0FVzyuqFV6VwR0AQPz1ZQmAQBwYFWpzyaV
wc7VaEhVwvbZGVkAGH1AGEtZGVvsk0ed3cwGlubEjnxRTwUPaJFhAfuj0-mW6S1
IBtSJWFwU0e88Dcwvwx-DeScSLfbwAPcGmB3DscBypxInF6uRpx7j

Having concluded the numbered steps in Section 8.1, including
acquiring any token (per Section 6.1) needed to store the PASSporT at
the CPS, the authentication service then stores the encrypted
PASSporT:
POST /cps/2.222.555.2222/ppts HTTP/1.1
Host: cps.example.com
Content-Type: application/passport

The web service assigns a new location for this encrypted PASSporT in the collection, returning a 201 OK with the location of /cps/2.222.222.2222/ppts/ppt1. Now the authentication service can place the call, which may be signaled by various protocols. Once the call arrives at the terminating side, a verification service contacts its CPS to ask for the set of incoming calls for its telephone number (2.222.222.2222).

GET /cps/2.222.555.2222/ppts
Host: cps.example.com

This returns to the verification service a list of the PASSporTs currently in the collection, which currently consists of only /cps/2.222.222.2222/ppts/ppt1. The verification service then sends a new GET for /cps/2.222.555.2222/ppts/ppt1/ which yields:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/passport
Link: <https://cps.example.com/cps/2.222.555.2222/ppts>

That concludes Step 1 of Section 8.2; the verification service then goes on to the next step, processing that PASSporT through its various checks. A complete protocol description for CPS interactions is left to future work.

10. CPS Discovery

In order for the two ends of the out-of-band dataflow to coordinate, they must agree on a way to discover a CPS and retrieve PASSporT objects from it based solely on the rendezvous information available: the calling party number and the called number. Because the storage of PASSporTs in this architecture is indexed by the called party
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number, it makes sense to discover a CPS based on the called party number as well. There are a number of potential service discovery mechanisms that could be used for this purpose. The means of service discovery may vary by use case.

Although the discussion above is written largely in terms of a single CPS, having a significant fraction of all telephone calls result in storing and retrieving PASSporTs at a single monolithic CPS has obvious scaling problems, and would as well allow the CPS to gather metadata about a very wide set of callers and callees. These issues can be alleviated by operational models with a federated CPS; any service discovery mechanism for out-of-band STIR should enable federation of the CPS function. Likely models include ones where a carrier operates one or more CPS instances on behalf of its customers, enterprises run a CPS instance on behalf of their PBX users, or where third-party service providers offer a CPS as a cloud service.

Some service discovery possibilities under consideration include the following:

For some deployments in closed (e.g. intranetwork) environments, the CPS location can simply be provisioned in implementations, obviating the need for a discovery protocol.

If a credential lookup service is already available (see Section 11), the CPS location can also be recorded in the callee’s credentials; an extension to [RFC8226] could for example provide a link to the location of the CPS where PASSporTs should be stored for a destination.

There exist a number of common directory systems that might be used to translate telephone numbers into the URIs of a CPS. ENUM [RFC6116] is commonly implemented, though no "golden root" central ENUM administration exists that could be easily reused today to help the endpoints discover a common CPS. Other protocols associated with queries for telephone numbers, such as the TeRI [I-D.ietf-modern-teri] protocol, could also serve for this application.

Another possibility is to use a single distributed service for this function. VIPR [I-D.jennings-vipr-overview] proposed a RELOAD [RFC6940] usage for telephone numbers to help direct calls to enterprises on the Internet. It would be possible to describe a similar RELOAD usage to identify the CPS where calls for a particular telephone number should be stored. One advantage that the STIR architecture has over VIPR is that it assumes a credential system that proves authority over telephone numbers;
those credentials could be used to determine whether or not a CPS could legitimately claim to be the proper store for a given telephone number.

This document does not prescribe any single way to do service discovery for a CPS; it is envisioned that initial deployments will provision the location of the CPS at the Authentication Service and Verification Service.

11. Encryption Key Lookup

In order to encrypt a PASSporT (see Section 6.1), the caller needs access to the callee’s public encryption key. Note that because STIR uses ECDSA for signing PASSporTs, the public key used to verify PASSporTs is not suitable for this function, and thus the encryption key must be discovered separately. This requires some sort of directory/lookup system.

Some initial STIR deployments have fielded certificate repositories so that verification services can acquire the signing credentials for PASSporTs, which are linked through a URI in the "x5u" element of the PASSporT. These certificate repositories could clearly be repurposed for allowing authentication services to download the public encryption key for the called party - provided they can be discovered by calling parties. This document does not specify any particular discovery scheme, but instead offers some general guidance about potential approaches.

It is a desirable property that the public encryption key for a given party be linked to their STIR credential. An ECDH [RFC7748] public-private key pair might be generated for a subcert [I-D.ietf-tls-tls-subcerts] of the STIR credential. That subcert could be looked up along with the STIR credential of the called party. Further details of this subcert, and the exact lookup mechanism involved, are deferred for future protocol work.

Obviously, if there is a single central database that the caller and callee each access in real time to download the other’s keys, then this represents a real privacy risk, as the central key database learns about each call. A number of mechanisms are potentially available to mitigate this:

- Have endpoints pre-fetch keys for potential counterparties (e.g., their address book or the entire database).
- Have caching servers in the user’s network that proxy their fetches and thus conceal the relationship between the user and the keys they are fetching.
Clearly, there is a privacy/timeliness tradeoff in that getting up-to-date knowledge about credential validity requires contacting the credential directory in real-time (e.g., via OCSP [RFC2560]). This is somewhat mitigated for the caller’s credentials in that he can get short-term credentials right before placing a call which only reveals his calling rate, but not who he is calling. Alternately, the CPS can verify the caller’s credentials via OCSP, though of course this requires the callee to trust the CPS’s verification. This approach does not work as well for the callee’s credentials, but the risk there is more modest since an attacker would need to both have the callee’s credentials and regularly poll the database for every potential caller.

We consider the exact best point in the tradeoff space to be an open issue.
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13. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA.

14. Privacy Considerations

Delivering PASSporTs out-of-band offers a different set of privacy properties than traditional in-band STIR. In-band operations convey PASSporTs as headers in SIP messages in cleartext, which any forwarding intermediaries can potentially inspect. By contrast, out-of-band STIR stores these PASSporTs at a service after encrypting them as described in Section 6, effectively creating a path between the authentication and verification service in which the CPS is the sole intermediary, but the CPS cannot read the PASSporTs. Potentially, out-of-band PASSporT delivery could thus improve on the privacy story of STIR.

The principle actors in the operation of out-of-band are the AS, VS, and CPS. The AS and VS functions differ from baseline [RFC8224] behavior, in that they interact with an CPS over a non-SIP interface, of which the REST interface in Section 9 serves as an example. Some out-of-band deployments may also require a discovery service for the CPS itself (Section 10) and/or encryption keys (Section 11). Even with encrypted PASSporTs, the network interactions by which the AS and VS interact with the CPS, and to a lesser extent any discovery
services, thus create potential opportunities for data leakage about calling and called parties.

The process of storing and retrieving PASSporTs at a CPS can itself reveal information about calls being placed. The mechanism takes care not to require that the AS authenticate itself to the CPS, relying instead on a blind signature mechanism for flood control prevention. Section 7.4 discusses the practice of storing "dummy" PASSporTs at random intervals to thwart traffic analysis, and as Section 8.2 notes, a CPS is required to return a dummy PASSporT even if there is no PASSporT indexed for that calling number, which similarly enables the retrieval side to randomly request PASSporTs when there are no calls in progress. These measures can help to mitigate information disclosure in the system. In implementations that require service discovery (see Section 10), perhaps through key discovery (Section 11), similar measures could be used to make sure that service discovery does not itself disclose information about calls.

Ultimately, this document only provides a framework for future implementation of out-of-band systems, and the privacy properties of a given implementation will depend on architectural assumptions made in those environments. More closed systems for intranet operations may adopt a weaker security posture but otherwise mitigate the risks of information disclosure, where more open environment will require careful implementation of the practices described here.

For general privacy risks associated with the operations of STIR, also see the Privacy Considerations of [RFC8224].

15. Security Considerations

This entire document is about security, but the detailed security properties will vary depending on how the framework is applied and deployed. General guidance for dealing with the most obvious security challenges posed by this framework is given in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4, along proposed solutions for problems like denial-of-service attacks or traffic analysis against the CPS.

Although there are considerable security challenges associated with widespread deployment of a public CPS, those must be weighed against the potential usefulness of a service that delivers a STIR assurance without requiring the passage of end-to-end SIP. Ultimately, the security properties of this mechanism are at least comparable to in-band STIR: the substitution attack documented in Section 7.4 could be implemented by any in-band SIP intermediary or eavesdropper who happened to see the PASSporT in transit, say, and launch its own call
with a copy of that PASSporT to race against the original to the destination.
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Abstract

PASSporT is specified in RFC 8225 to convey cryptographically-signed information about the people involved in personal communications. This document extends PASSporT to include an indication that a call has been diverted from its original destination to a new one. This information can greatly improve the decisions made by verification services in call forwarding scenarios. Also specified here is an encapsulation mechanism for nesting a PASSporT within another PASSporT that assists relying parties in some diversion scenarios.
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1. Introduction

A Personal Assertion Token (PASSporT [RFC8225]) is a token format based on the JSON Web Token (JWT [RFC7519]) for conveying cryptographically-signed information about the people involved in personal communications; it is used by the Secure Telephone Identity Revisited (STIR [RFC8224]) protocol to convey a signed assertion of the identity of the participants in real-time communications established via a protocol like SIP. This specification extends PASSporT to include an indication that a call has been diverted from its original destination to a new one.

Although the STIR problem statement [RFC7340] is focused on preventing the impersonation of the caller’s identity, which is a common enabler for threats such as robocalling and voicemail hacking on the telephone network today, it also provides a signature over the
called number at the time that the authentication service sees it. As [RFC8224] Section 12.1 describes, this protection over the contents of the To header field is intended to prevent a class of cut-and-paste attacks. If Alice calls Bob, for example, Bob might attempt to cut-and-paste the Identity header field in Alice’s INVITE into a new INVITE that Bob sends to Carol, and thus be able to fool Carol into thinking the call came from Alice and not Bob. With the signature over the To header field value, the INVITE Carol sees will clearly have been destined originally for Bob, and thus Carol can view the INVITE as suspect.

However, as [RFC8224] Section 12.1.1 points out, it is difficult for Carol to confirm or reject these suspicions based on the information she receives from the baseline PASSporT object. The common "call forwarding" service serves as a good example of the reality that the original called party number is not always the number to which a call is delivered. There are a number of potential ways for intermediaries to indicate that such a forwarding operating has taken place. The address in the To header field value of SIP requests is not supposed to change, according to baseline SIP behavior [RFC3261]; instead, it is the Request-URI that is supposed to be updated when a call is retargeted. Practically speaking, however, many operational environments do alter the To header field. The History-Info header field [RFC7044] was created to store the Request-URIs that are discarded by a call in transit. The SIP Diversion header field [RFC5806], though historic, is still used for this purpose by some operators today. Neither of these header fields provide any cryptographic assurance of secure redirection, and they both record entries for minor syntactical changes in URIs that do not reflect a change to the actual target of a call.

This specification therefore extends PASSporT with an explicit indication that the original called number in PASSporT no longer reflects the destination to which a call is intended to be delivered. For this purpose, it specifies a Divert PASSporT type ("div") for use in common SIP retargeting cases; it is expected that in this case, SIP INVITE requests will carry multiple Identity header fields, each containing its own PASSporT. Throughout this document, PASSporTs that contain a "div" element will be referred to as "div" PASSporTs. Verification services and the relying parties who make authorization decisions about communications may use this diversion indication to confirm that a legitimate retargeting of the call has taken place, rather than a cut-and-paste attack. For out-of-band [I-D.ietf-stir-oob] use cases, and other non-SIP applications of PASSporT, a separate "div-o" PASSporT type is also specified, which defines an "opt" PASSporT element for carrying nested PASSporTs within a PASSporT. These shall in turn be referred to in this document as "div-o" PASSporTs.
2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

3. The 'div' PASSporT Type and Claim

This specification defines a PASSporT [RFC8225] type called "div" that may be employed by authentication services located at retargeting entities. All "div" PASSporTs MUST contain a new JSON Web Token "div" claim, also specified in this document, which indicates a previous destination for a call during its routing process. When a retargeting entity receives a call signed with a PASSporT, it may act as an authentication service and create a new PASSporT containing the "div" claim to attach to the call.

Note that a new PASSporT is only necessary when the canonical form of the "dest" identifier (per the canonicalization procedures in [RFC8224] Section 8.3) changes due to this retargeting. If the canonical form of the "dest" identifier is not changed during retargeting, then a new PASSporT with a "div" claim MUST NOT be produced.

The headers of the new PASSporTs generated by retargeting entities MUST include the "div" PASSporT type, and an "x5u" field pointing to a credential that the retargeting entity controls. "div" PASSporTs MUST use full form instead of compact form. The new PASSporT header will look as follows:

```json
{
  "typ": "passport",
  "ppt": "div",
  "alg": "ES256",
  "x5u": "https://www.example.com/cert.cer"
}
```

A "div" PASSporT claims set is populated with elements drawn from the PASSporT(s) received for a call by the retargeting entity: at a high level, the original identifier for the called party in the "dest" object will become the "div" claim in the new PASSporT. If the "dest" object of the original PASSporT contains multiple identifiers, because it contains one or more name/value pairs with an array as its value, the retargeting entity MUST select only one identifier from the value(s) of the "dest" object to occupy the value of the "div" field in the new PASSporT. Moreover, it MUST select an identifier that is within the scope of the credential that the retargeting
entity will specify in the "x5u" of the PASSporT header (as described below).

The new target for the call selected by the retargeting entity becomes the value of the "dest" object of the new PASSporT. The "orig" object MUST be copied into the new PASSporT from the original PASSporT received by the retargeting entity. The retargeting entity SHOULD retain the "iat" object from the original PASSporT, though if in the underlying signaling protocol (e.g. SIP) the retargeting entity changes the date and time information in the retargeted request, the new PASSporT should instead reflect that date and time. No other claims or extensions are to be copied from the original PASSporT to the "div" PASSporT.

So, for an original PASSporT claims set of the form:

```json
{ "dest":{"tn":["12155551213"]},
 iat":1443208345,
 "orig":{"tn":"12155551212"} }
```

If the retargeting entity is changing the target from 12155551213 to 121555551214, the claims set of a "div" PASSporT generated by the retargeting entity would look as follows:

```json
{ "dest":{"tn":["121555551214"]},
 "div":{"tn":121555551213"},
 "iat":1443208345,
 "orig":{"tn":"12155551212"} }
```

The combined full form PASSporT (with a signature covered by the ES256 keys given in Appendix A) would look as follows:

```
eyJhbGciOiJFUhjzIlNisInBwdCI6ImRpdiIsInR5cCI6ICJcI6InBhc3Nwb3J0IiwieDV1Ij 
 oiaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZXhhbXBsb2Fkcy5jbi9jZCIsInBhc3Nwb3J0IjpcIiwiZGV2IjF1Ij 
 jpbIjEyMTU1NTU1MTF8fQ.xBHWipDEE 
 01joxNDQzNjA4MzQllCJvcmVnIjpcIiwiYWN0aW9ucyI6X10.xBHWipDEE 
 J8a67sdX6xUXAnbI5fGU1AxwLiw0HLC91ICj6eG9jQd6WzeSSjHRBwmxChHvVlMT 
 Sq1lk3yCnk
```

The same "div" PASSporT would result if the "dest" object of the original PASSporT contained an array value, such as

```json
{ "tn":["12155551213","19995551234"]},
```

Every "div" PASSporT is diverting from only one identifier.

Note that the "div" element may contain other name/value pairs than just a destination, including a History-Info indicator (see Section 8). After the PASSporT header and claims have been
constructed, their signature is generated per the guidance in [RFC8225]—except for the credential required to sign it. While in the ordinary construction of a PASSporT, the credential used to sign will have authority over the identity in the "orig" claim (for example, a certificate with authority over the telephone number in "orig" per [RFC8226]), for all PASSporTs using the "div" type the signature MUST be created with a credential with authority over the identity present in the "div" claim. So for the example above, where the original "dest" is "12155551213", the signer of the new PASSporT object MUST have authority over that telephone number, and need not have any authority over the telephone number present in the "orig" claim.

Note that Identity header fields are not ordered in a SIP request, and in a case where there is a multiplicity of Identity header fields in a request, some sorting may be required to match "div" PASSporTs to their originals.

PASSporTs of type "div" MUST NOT contain an "opt" (see Section 6) element in their payload.

4. Using 'div' in SIP

This section specifies SIP-specific usage for the "div" PASSporT type and its handling in the SIP Identity header field "ppt" parameter value. Other protocols using PASSporT may define behavior specific to their use of the "div" claim.

4.1. Authentication Service Behavior

An authentication service only adds an Identity header field value containing the "div" PASSporT type to a SIP request that already contains at least one Identity header field value; it MUST NOT add a "div" PASSporT to an INVITE that contains no Identity header field. The retargeting entity SHOULD act as a verification service and validate the existing Identity header field value(s) in the request before proceeding; in some high-volume environments, it may instead put that burden of validating the chain entirely on the terminating verification service. As the authentication service will be adding a new PASSporT that refers to an original, it MUST NOT remove the original request's Identity header field value before forwarding.

As was stated in Section 3, the authentication service MUST sign any "div" PASSporT with a credential that has a scope of authority covering the identity it populates in the "div" element value. Note that this is a significant departure from baseline STIR authentication service behavior, in which the PASSporT is signed by a credential with authority over the "orig" field. The "div" value
reflects the URI that caused the call to be routed to the retargeting entity, so in ordinary operations, it would already be the STIR entity holding the appropriate private keying material for calls originating from that identity.

A SIP authentication service typically will derive the "dest" element value of a "div" PASSporT from a new Request-URI that is set for the SIP request before it is forwarded. Older values of the Request-URI may appear in header fields like Diversion or History-Info; this document specifies an optional interaction with History-Info below in Section 8. Note as well that because PASSporT operates on canonicalized telephone numbers and normalized URIs, many smaller changes to the syntax of identifiers that might be captured by other mechanisms that record retargeting (like History-Info) will likely not require a "div" PASSporT.

When adding an Identity header field with a PASSporT claims set containing a "div" claim, SIP authentication services MUST also add a "ppt" parameter to that Identity header with a value of "div". For the example PASSporT given in Section 3, the new Identity header added after retargeting might look as follows:

```
Identity:eyJhbGciOiJFUzI1NiIsInBwdCI6ImRpdiIsInR5cCI6IkF1dGhvcml0eSI7InN1YiI6IjEyMTU1NTUxMjE0MDUyMDk1MjUwIiwibmFtZSI6IjIiLCJhdWQiOiJ0cmFuc2VyLXJlYWRpc3RlbmF0aW9uIiwibWF4ciI6IjIwMjMwMjUxMTIyMjIwMzgwMDUyIiwidHlwZSI6ImF1dGhvcml0eSI7InN0eWxlIjoiQ3p0cmFuc2VyIiwiZXhwIjoiNDk4OTkwOTQyODA0MDA1NTIiLCJpZCI6IjEyMTU1NTUxMjE0MDUyMDk1MjUwIiwiY2xpZW50IjoiV2luZGJvZHVsZXMgV25leGNpcmUgV29scGluZ2Vzcw==
```

Note that in some deployments, an authentication service will need to generate "div" PASSporTs for a request that contains multiple non-"div" Identity header field values. For example, a request arriving at a retargeting entity might contain in different Identity header fields a baseline [RFC8224] PASSporT and a PASSporT of type "rph" [RFC8443] signed by a separate authority. Provided that these PASSporTs share the same "orig" and "dest" values, the retargeting entity’s authentication service SHOULD generate only one "div" PASSporT. If the "orig" or "dest" of these PASSporTs differ, however, one "div" PASSporT SHOULD be generated for each non-"div" PASSporT. Note that this effectively creates multiple chains of "div" PASSporTs in a single request, which complicates the procedures that need to be performed at verification services.

Furthermore, a request may also be retargeted a second time, at which point the subsequent retargeting entity SHOULD generate one "div"
PASSporT for each previous "div" PASSporT in the request which contains a "dest" object with the value of the current target - but not for "div" PASSporTs with earlier targets. Ordinarily, the current target will be readily identifiable, as it will be in the last "div" PASSporT in each chain, and in SIP cases it will correspond to the Request-URI received by the retargeting entity. Moreover, the current target will be an identifier that the retargeting entity possesses a credential to sign for, which may not be true for earlier targets. Ultimately, on each retargeting, the number of PASSporTs added to a request will be equal to the number of non-"div" PASSporTs that do not share the same "orig" and "dest" object values.

4.2. Verification Service Behavior

[RFC8224] Section 6.2 Step 5 requires that specifications defining "ppt" values describe any additional or alternative verifier behavior. The job of a SIP verification service handling one or more "div" PASSporTs is very different from that of a traditional verification service. At a high level, the immediate responsibility of the verification service is to extract all PASSporTs from the two or more Identity header fields in a request, identify which are "div" PASSporTs and which are not, and then order and link the "div" PASSporTs to the original PASSporT(s) in order to build one or more chains of retargeting.

In order to validate a SIP request using the "div" PASSporT type, a verification service needs to inspect all of the valid Identity header field values associated with a request, as an Identity header field value containing "div" necessarily refers to an earlier PASSporT already in the message. For each "div" PASSporT, the verification service MUST find an earlier PASSporT that contains a "dest" claim with a value equivalent to the "div" claim in each "div" PASSporT. It is possible that this earlier PASSporT will also contain a "div", and that it will in turn chain to a still earlier PASSporT stored in a different Identity header field value. If a complete chain cannot be constructed, the verification service cannot complete "div" validation; it MAY still validate any non-"div" PASSporTs in the request per normal [RFC8224] procedures. If a chain has been successfully constructed, the verification service extracts from the outermost (that is, the most recent) PASSporT in the chain a "dest" field; this will be a "div" PASSporT that no other "div" PASSporT in the SIP request refers to. Its "dest" element value will be referred to in the procedures that follow as the value of the "outermost "dest" field."

Ultimately, by looking at this chain of transformations and validating the associated signatures, the verification service will
be able to ascertain that the appropriate parties were responsible for the retargeting of the call to its current destination. This can help the verification service to determine that the original PASSporT in the call was not simply used in a cut-and-paste attack and inform any associated authorization decisions in terms of how the call will be treated - though, per [RFC8224] Section 6.2.1, that decision is a matter of local policy and is thus outside the scope of this specification.

A verification service parses a chain of PASSporTs as follows:

First, the verification service MUST compare the value in the outermost "dest" field to the target of the call. As it is anticipated that SIP authentication services that create "div" PASSporTs will populate the "dest" header from the retargeted Request-URI (see Section 4.1), in ordinary SIP operations, the Request-URI is where verification services will find the latest call target. Note however that after a "div" PASSporT has been added to a SIP request, the Request-URI may have been updated during normal call processing to an identifier that no longer contains the logical destination of a call; in this case, the verification service MAY compare the "dest" field to a provisioned telephone number for the recipient.

Second, the verification service MUST validate the signature over the outermost "div" PASSporT, and establish that the credential that signed the "div" PASSporT has the authority to attest for the identifier in the "div" element of the PASSporT (per [RFC8224] Section 6.2 Step 3).

Third, the verification service MUST validate that the "orig" field of the innermost PASSporT of the chain (the only PASSporT in the chain which will not be of PASSporT type "div") is equivalent to the "orig" field of the outermost "div" PASSporT; in other words, that the original calling identifier has not been altered by retargeting authentication services. If the "orig" value has changed, the verification service MUST treat the entire PASSporT chain as invalid. The verification service MUST also verify that all other "div" PASSporTs in the chain share the same "orig" value. Then the verification service validates the relationship of the "orig" field to the SIP-level call signaling per the guidance in [RFC8224] Section 6.2 Step 2.

Fourth, the verification service MUST check the date freshness in the outermost "div" PASSporT per [RFC8224] Section 6.2 Step 4. It is furthermore RECOMMENDED that the verification service check that the "iat" field of the innermost PASSporT is also within the date freshness interval; otherwise the verification service could
allow attackers to replay an old, stale PASSporT embedded in a fresh "div". However, note that in some use cases, including certain ways that call transfers are implemented, it is possible that an established call will be retargeted long after it has originally been placed, and verification services may want to allow a longer window for the freshness of the innermost PASSporT if the call is transferred from a trusted party (as an upper bound, a freshness window on the order of three hours might suffice).

Fifth, the verification service MUST inspect and validate the signatures on each and every PASSporT object in the chain between the outermost "div" PASSporT and the innermost PASSporT. Note that (per Section 4.1) a chain may terminate at more than one innermost PASSporT, in cases where a single "div" is used to retarget from multiple innermost PASSporTs. Also note that [RFC8224] Section 6.2 Step 1 applies to the chain validation process: if the innermost PASSporT contains an unsupported "ppt", its chain MUST be ignored.

Note that the To header field is not used in the first step above. Optionally, the verification service MAY verify that the To header field value of the received SIP signaling is equal to the "dest" value in the innermost PASSporT; however, as has been observed in some deployments, the original To header field value may be altered by intermediaries to reflect changes of target. Deployments that change the original To header field value to conceal the original destination of the call from the ultimate recipient should note that the original destination of a call may be preserved in the innermost PASSporT. Future work on "div" might explore methods to implement that sort of policy while retaining a secure chain of redirection.

5. The 'div-o' PASSporT Type

This specification defines a "div-o" PASSporT type that uses the "div" claim element in conjunction with the "opt" (Section 6) claim element. As is the case with "div" PASSporT type, a "div-o" PASSporT is created by an authentication service acting for a retargeting entity, but instead of generating a separate "div" PASSporT to be conveyed alongside an original PASSporT, the authentication service in this case embeds the original PASSporT inside the "opt" element of the "div-o" PASSporT. The "div-o" extension is designed for use in non-SIP or gatewayed SIP environments where the conveyance of PASSporTs in separate Identity header fields is impossible, such as out-of-band [I-D.ietf-stir-oob] STIR scenarios.

The syntax of "div-o" PASSporTs is very similar to "div". A "div-o" PASSporT header object might look as follows:
Whereas a "div" PASSporT claims set contains only the "orig", "dest", "iat", and "div" elements, the "div-o" additionally MUST contain an "opt" element (see Section 6), which encapsulates the full form of the previous PASSporT from which the call was retargeted, triggering the generation of this "div-o". The format of the "opt" element is identical to the encoded PASSporT format given in Appendix A of [RFC8225].

So, for an original PASSporT claims set of the form:

```json
{ "orig": {"tn": "12155551212"},
   "dest": {"tn": ["12155551213"]},
   "iat": 1443208345 }
```

If the retargeting entity is changing the target from 12155551213 to 12155551214, the new PASSporT claims set for "div-o" would look as follows:

```json
{ "orig": {"tn": "12155551212"},
   "dest": {"tn": ["12155551214"]},
   "iat": 1443208345,
   "div": {"tn": "12155551213"},
   "opt": "eyJhbGciOiJFUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6InBhc3Nwb3J0IiwieDV1IjoiaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZXhhbXBsZS5jb20vY2VydC5jZXIifQ.eyJkZXN0Ijp7InRuIjpbIjEyMTU1NTUxMjEzIl19LCJpYXQiOjE0NDMyMDgzNDUsIm9yaWciOnsidG4iOiIxMjE1NTU1MTIxMiJ9fQ.1bEzkzcNbKvzg4QoMx0_DJ2T8qFMDc1sFqHPx11WvbauzRJ\RvVqQqgG708tJ_wXje07Z3wvDrpHhhYw"
}
```

While in ordinary operations, it is not expected that SIP would carry a "div-o" PASSporT, it might be possible in some gatewaying scenarios. The resulting full form Identity header field with a "div-o" PASSporT would look as follows:
5.1. Processing 'div-o' PASSporTs

The authentication and verification service procedures required for "div-o" closely follow the guidance given in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, with the major caveats being first, that they do store or retrieve PASSporTs via the Identity header field values of SIP requests, and second, that they process nested PASSporTs in the "opt" claim element. But transposing the rest of the behaviors described above to creating and validating "div-o" PASSporTs is straightforward.

For the "div-o" PASSporT type, retargeting authentication services that handle calls with one or more existing PASSporTs will create a corresponding "div-o" PASSporT for each received PASSporT. Each "div-o" PASSporT MUST contain an "opt" claim set element with the value of the original PASSporT from which the "div-o" was created; and as specified in Section 4.1, the authentication service MUST populate the "div" claim set element of the "div-o" PASSporT with the "dest" field of the original PASSporT. Each received PASSporT may in turn contain its own "opt" claim set element, if the retargeting authentication service is not the first in its chain. Note that if the retargeting authentication service is handling a call with multiple PASSporTs, which in ordinary SIP operation would result in the construction of multiple "div" chains, it will in effect be generating one "div-o" PASSporT per chain.

The job of a verification service is in many ways easier for "div-o" than for "div", as the verification service has no need to correlate the PASSporTs it receives and assemble them into chains, as any chains in "div-o" will be nested through the "opt" element. Nonetheless, the verification services MUST perform the same chain validation described in Section 4.2 to validate that each nested PASSporT shares the same "orig" field as its enclosing PASSporT, and that the "dest" field of each nested PASSporT corresponds to the...
"div" field of its enclosing PASSpoRT. The same checks MUST also be performed for freshness, signature validation, and so on. It is similarly OPTIONAL for the verification service to determine that the "dest" claims element of the outermost PASSpoRT corresponds to the called party indication of receive telephone signaling, where such indication would vary depending on the using protocol.

How authentication services or verification services receive or transport PASSpoRTs for "div-o" is outside the scope of this document, and dependent on the using protocol.

6. Definition of 'opt'

The presence of an "Original PASSpoRT" ("opt") claims set element signifies that a PASSpoRT encapsulates another entire PASSpoRT within it, typically a PASSpoRT that was transformed in some way to create the current PASSpoRT. Relying parties may need to consult the encapsulated PASSpoRT in order to validate the identity of a caller. "opt" as defined in this specification may be used by future PASSpoRT extensions as well as in conjunction with "div-o".

"opt" MUST contain a quoted full-form PASSpoRT as specified by [RFC8225] Appendix A; it MUST NOT contain a compact form PASSpoRT. For an example of a "div-o" PASSpoRT containing "opt," see Section 5.

7. 'div' and Redirection

The "div" mechanism exists primarily to prevent false negatives at verification services when an arriving SIP request, due to intermediary retargeting, does not appear to be intended for its eventual recipient, because the original PASSpoRT "dest" value designates a different destination.

Any intermediary that assigns a new target to a request can, instead of retargeting and forwarding the request, instead redirect with a 3xx response code. In ordinary operations, a redirection poses no difficulties for the operations of baseline STIR: when the user agent client (UAC) receives the 3xx response, it will initiate a new request to the new target (typically the target carried in the Contact header field value of the 3xx), and the "dest" of the PASSpoRT created for the new request will match that new target. As no impersonation attack can arise from this case, it creates no new requirements for STIR.

However, some UACs record the original target of a call with mechanisms like History-Info [RFC7044] or Diversion [RFC5806], and may want to leverage STIR to demonstrate to the ultimate recipient that the call has been redirected securely: that is, that the
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original destination was the one that sent the redirection message that led to the recipient receiving the request. The semantics of the PASSporT necessary for that assertion are the same as those for the "div" retargeting cases above. The only wrinkle is that the PASSporT needs to be generated by the redirecting entity and sent back to the originating user agent client within the 3xx response.

This introduces more complexity than might immediately be apparent. In the first place, a 3xx response can convey multiple targets through the Contact header field value; to accommodate this, the "div" PASSporT MAY include one "dest" object array value per Contact, but if the retargeting entity wants to keep the Contact list private from targets, it may need to generate one PASSporT per Contact. Bear in mind as well that the original SIP request could have carried multiple Identity header field values that had been added by different authentication services in the request path, so a redirecting entity might need to generate one "div" PASSporT for each PASSporT in the original request. Often, this will mean just one "div" PASSporT, but for some deployment scenarios, it could require an impractical number of combinations. But in very complex call routing scenarios, attestation of source identity would only add limited value anyway.

STIR-aware SIP intermediaries that redirect requests MAY therefore convey one or more PASSporTs in the backwards direction within Identity header fields. These redirecting entities will act as authentication services for "div" as described in Section 4.1. This document consequently updates [RFC8224] to permit carrying Identity header fields in SIP 300-class responses. It is left to the originating user agent to determine which Identity header fields should be copied from the 3xx into any new requests resulting from the redirection, if any: use of these Identity header fields by entities receiving a 3xx response is OPTIONAL.

Finally, note that if an intermediary in the response path consumes the 3xx and explores new targets itself while performing sequential forking, it will effectively retarget the call on behalf of the redirecting server, and this will create the same need for "div" PASSporTs as any other retargeted call. These intermediaries MAY also copy PASSporTs from the 3xx response and insert them into sequential forking requests, if appropriate.

8. Extending 'div' to work with Service Logic Tracking

It is anticipated that "div" may be used in concert with History-Info [RFC7044] in some deployments. It may not be clear from the "orig" and "dest" values which History-Info header a given PASSporT correlates to, especially because some of the target changes tracked
by History-Info will not be reflected in a "div" PASSporT (see Section 1). Therefore an "hi" element as defined here may appear in "div" corresponding to the History-Info header field index parameter value. So for a History-Info header field with an index value of "1.2.1", the claims set of the corresponding PASSporT with "div" might look like:

```json
{ "orig":{"tn":"12155551212"},
 "dest":{"tn":["12155551214"]},
 "iat":1443208345,
 "div":{"tn":"121555551213",
 "hi":"1.2.1"} }
```

Past experience has shown that there may be additional information about the motivation for retargeting that relying parties might consider when making authorization decisions about a call, see for example the "reason" associated with the SIP Diversion header field [RFC5806]. Future extensions to this specification might incorporate reasons into "div".
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10. IANA Considerations

This document contains actions for the IANA.

10.1. JSON Web Token Claims Registrations

This specification requests that the IANA add two new claims to the JSON Web Token Claims registry as defined in [RFC7519].

10.1.1. 'div' registration

Claim Name: "div"

Claim Description: Diverted Target of a Call

Change Controller: IESG

Specification Document(s): [RFCThis]
10.1.2. ‘opt’ registration

Claim Name: "opt"

Claim Description: Original PASSporT (in Full Form)

Change Controller: IESG

Specification Document(s): [RFCThis]

10.2. PASSporT Type Registrations

This specification defines two new PASSporT types for the PASSport
Extensions Registry defined in [RFC8225], which resides at
https://www.iana.org/assignments/passport/passport.xhtml#passport-
extensions. They are:

"div" as defined in [RFCThis] Section 3.

"div-o" as defined in [RFCThis] Section 5.

11. Privacy Considerations

There is an inherent trade-off in any mechanism that tracks in SIP
signaling how calls are routed through a network, as routing
decisions may expose policies set by users for how calls are
forwarded, potentially revealing relationships between different
identifiers representing the same user. Note however that in
ordinary operations, this information is revealed to the user agent
service of the called party, not the calling party. It is usually
the called party who establishes these forwarding relationships, and
if indeed some other party is responsible for calls being forwarded
to the called party, many times the called party should likely be
entitled to information about why they are receiving these calls.
Similarly, a redirecting entity who sends a 3xx in the backwards
direction knowingly shares information about service logic with the
caller’s network. However, as there may be unforeseen circumstances
where the revelation of service logic to the called party poses a
privacy risk, implementers and users of this or similar diversion-
tracking techniques should understand the trade-off.

Furthermore, it is a general privacy risk of identity mechanisms
overall that they do not interface well with anonymization services;
the interaction of STIR with anonymization services is detailed in
[RFC8224] Section 11. Any forwarding service that acts as an
anonymizing proxy may not be able to provide a secure chain of
retargeting due to the obfuscation of the originating identity.
Also see [RFC8224] Section 11 for further considerations on the privacy of using PASSporTs in SIP.

12. Security Considerations

This specification describes a security feature, and is primarily concerned with increasing security when calls are forwarded. Including information about how calls were retargeted during the routing process can allow downstream entities to infer particulars of the policies used to route calls through the network. However, including this information about forwarding is at the discretion of the retargeting entity, so if there is a requirement to keep an intermediate called number confidential, no PASSporT should be created for that retargeting - the only consequence will be that downstream entities will be unable to correlate an incoming call with the original PASSporT without access to some prior knowledge of the policies that could have caused the retargeting.

Any extension that makes PASSporTs larger creates a potential amplification mechanism for SIP-based DDoS attacks. Since diversion PASSporTs are created as a part of normal forwarding activity, this risk arises at the discretion of the retargeting domain: simply using 3xx response redirections rather than retargeting (by supplying a "div" per Section 7) mitigates the potential impact. Under unusual traffic loads, even domains that might ordinarily retarget requests can switch to redirection.

SIP has an inherent capability to redirect requests, including forking them to multiple parties -- potentially a very large numbers of parties. The use of the "div" PASSporT type does not grant any additional powers to attackers who hope to place bulk calls; if present, the "div" PASSporT instead identifies the party responsible for the forwarding. As such, senders of bulk unsolicited traffic are unlikely to find the use of "div" attractive.
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Appendix A.  Appendix A: Keys for Examples

The following EC256 keys are used in the signing examples given in this document. WARNING: Do not use this key pair in production systems.

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----
MFkwEwYHKoZIzj0CAQYIKoZIzj0DAQcDQgAEmzGM1VsO+3IqbMF54rQMaYKQftO4hUYm9wv5wutLgEd9FsITy3+4+Wa2O7pffOXPC0Qz0+yD8hGEXGP/2mZo6w==
-----END PUBLIC KEY-----

-----BEGIN EC PRIVATE KEY-----
MHcCAQEEIFKCsFZ4WsW32pBxgc4z0sOjaXDdMk07Ny1fKg6OntAkoAoGCCqGSM49AwEhoUQDQgAEmzGM1VsO+3IqbMF54rQMaYKQftO4hUYm9wv5wutLgEd9FsITy3+4+Wa2O7pffOXPC0Qz0+yD8hGEXGP/2mZo6w==
-----END EC PRIVATE KEY-----
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Abstract

This document extends PASSporT, a token for conveying cryptographically-signed call information about personal communications, to include rich meta-data about a call and caller that can be signed and integrity protected, transmitted, and subsequently rendered to the called party. This framework is intended to include and extend caller and call specific information beyond human-readable display name comparable to the "Caller ID" function common on the telephone network. The JSON element defined for this purpose, Rich Call Data (RCD), is an extensible object defined to either be used as part of STIR or with SIP Call-Info to include related information about calls that helps people decide whether to answer an incoming set of communications from another party. This signing of the RCD information is also enhanced with an integrity mechanism that is designed to protect the authoring and transport of this information between authoritative and non-authoritative parties generating and signing the Rich Call Data for support of different usage and content policies.
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1. Introduction

PASSporT [RFC8225] is a token format based on JWT [RFC7519] for conveying cryptographically-signed information about the parties involved in personal communications; it is used to convey a signed assertion of the identity of the participants in real-time communications established via a protocol like SIP [RFC8224]. The STIR problem statement [RFC7340] declared securing the display name of callers outside of STIR’s initial scope, so baseline STIR provides no features for caller name. This specification documents an optional mechanism for PASSporT and the associated STIR procedures which extend PASSporT objects to protect additional elements conveying richer information: information that is intended to be rendered to assist a called party in determining whether to accept or trust incoming communications. This includes the name of the person or entity on one side of a communications session, the traditional "Caller ID" of the telephone network, along with related display information that would be rendered to the called party during alerting, or potentially used by an automaton to determine whether and how to alert a called party.
Traditional telephone network signaling protocols have long supported delivering a 'calling name' from the originating side, though in practice, the terminating side is often left to derive a name from the calling party number by consulting a local address book or an external database. SIP similarly can carry this information in a 'display-name' in the From header field value from the originating to terminating side, or alternatively in the Call-Info header field. However, both are unsecured fields that really cannot be trusted in most interconnected SIP deployments, and therefore is a good starting point for a framework that utilizes STIR techniques and procedures for protecting call related information including but not limited to calling name.

As such, the baseline use-case for this document extends PASSporT to provide cryptographic protection for the "display-name" field of SIP requests as well as further "rich call data" (RCD) about the caller, which includes the contents of the Call-Info header field or other data structures that can be added to the PASSporT. This document furthermore specifies a third-party profile that would allow external authorities to convey rich information associated with a calling number via a new type of PASSporT. Finally, this document describes how to preserve the integrity of the RCD in scenarios where there may be non-authoritative users initiating and signing RCD and therefore a constraint on the RCD data that a PASSporT can attest via certificate-level controls.

2. Terminology

The keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

3. Overview of the use of the Rich Call Data PASSporT extension

The main intended use of the signing of Rich Call Data (RCD) using STIR within SIP [RFC8224] or more generally as a PASSporT extension [RFC8225] is for the entity that originates a call, either directly the caller themselves, if they are authoritative, or a service provider or third-party service that may be authoritative over the rich call data on behalf of the caller.

The RCD associated with the identity of the calling party described in this document is of two main categories. The first data is a more traditional set of info about a caller associated with "display-name" in SIP [RFC3261], typically a textual description of the caller, or alternate presentation numbers often used in From Header field
[RFC3261] or P-Asserted-ID [RFC3325]. The second category is a set of RCD that is defined as part of the jCard definitions or extensions to that data. [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] describes the optional use of jCard in Call-Info header field as RCD with the "jcard" Call-Info purpose token. Either or both of these two types of data can be incorporated into a "rcd" claim defined in this document.

Additionally, in relation to the description of the specific communications event itself (versus the identity description in previous paragraph), [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] also describes a "call-reason" parameter intended for description of the intent or reason for a particular call. A new PASSporT claim "crn", or call reason, can contain the string or object that describes the intent of the call. This claim is intentionally kept separate from the "rcd" claim because it is envisioned that call reason is not the same as information associated with the caller and may change on a more frequent, per call, type of basis.

4. Overview of Rich Call Data Integrity

When incorporating call data that represents a user, even in traditional calling name services today, often there is policy and restrictions around what data is allowed to be used. Whether preventing offensive language or icons or enforcing uniqueness, potential trademark or copyright violations or other policy enforcement, there might be the desire to pre-certify or "vet" the specific use of rich call data. This document defines a mechanism that allows for a direct or indirect party that controls the policy to approve or certify the content, create a cryptographic digest that can be used to validate that data and applies a constraint in the certificate to allow the recipient and verifier to validate that the specific content of the RCD is as intended at its creation and approval or certification.
There are two mechanisms that are defined to accomplish that for two distinct categories of purposes. The first of the mechanisms include the definition of an integrity claim. The RCD integrity mechanism is a process of generating a sufficiently strong cryptographic digest for both the "rcd" claim contents (e.g. "nam", "jcd", "jcl") defined below and the resources defined by one or more globally unique HTTPS URLs referenced by the contents (e.g. an image file referenced by "jcd" or a jCard referenced by "jcl"). This mechanism is inspired by and based on the W3C Subresource Integrity specification (http://www.w3.org/TR/SRI/). The second of the mechanisms uses the capability called JWT Claim Constraints, defined in [RFC8226] and extended in [I-D.ietf-stir-enhance-rfc8226]. The JWT Claim Constraints specifically guide the verifier within the certificate used to sign the PASSporT for the inclusion (or exclusion) of specific claims and their values, so that the content intended by the signer can be verified to be accurate.

Both of these mechanisms, integrity digests and JWT Claims Constraints, can be used together or separately depending on the intended purpose. The first category of purpose is whether the rich call data conveyed by the RCD passport is pass-by-value or passed-by-reference; i.e., is the information contained in the passport claims and therefore integrity protected by the passport signature, or is the information contained in an external resource referenced by a URI in the RCD PASSporT. The second category of purpose is whether the signer is authoritative or has responsibility for the accuracy of the RCD based on the policies of the eco-system the RCD PASSporTs are being used.

The following table provides an overview of the framework for how integrity should be used with RCD. (Auth represents authoritative in this table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>No external URIs</th>
<th>Includes URI refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auth</td>
<td>1: No integrity req</td>
<td>2: RDC Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Auth</td>
<td>3: JWT Claim Const.</td>
<td>4: RCD Integ./JWT Claim Const.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first and simplest mode is exclusively for when all RCD content is directly included as part of the claims (i.e. no external reference URIs are included in the content) and when the signer is authoritative over the content. In this mode, integrity protection is not required and the set of claims is simply protected by the signature of the standard PASSporT [RFC8225] and SIP identity header [RFC8224] procedures. The second mode is an extension of the first...
where the signer is authoritative and a "rcd" claim contents include a URI identifying external resources. In this mode, an RCD Integrity or "rcdi" claim MUST be included. This integrity claim is defined later in this document and provides a digest of the "rcd" claim content so that, particularly for the case where there are URI references in the RCD, the content of that RCD can be comprehensively validated that it was received as intended by the signer of the PASSporT.

The third and fourth mode cover cases where there is a different authoritative entity responsible for the content of the RCD, separate from the signer of the PASSporT itself, allowing the ability to have forward control at the time of the creation of the certificate of the allowed or vetted content included in or referenced by the RCD claim contents. The primary framework for allowing the separation of authority and the signing of PASSporTs by non-authorized entities is detailed in [I-D.ietf-stir-cert-delegation] although other cases may apply. As with the first and second modes, the third and fourth modes differ with the absence or inclusion of externally referenced content using URIs.

5. PASSporT Claim "rcd" Definition and Usage

5.1. PASSporT "rcd" Claim

This specification defines a new JSON Web Token claim for "rcd", Rich Call Data, the value of which is a JSON object that can contain one or more key value pairs. This document defines a default set of key values.

5.1.1. "nam" key

The "nam" key value is a display name, associated with the originator of personal communications, which may for example derive from the display-name component of the From header field value of a SIP request or alternatively from the P-Asserted-Identity header field value, or a similar field in other PASSporT using protocols. This key MUST be included once as part of the "rcd" claim value JSON object. If there is no string associated with a display name, the claim value MUST then be an empty string.
5.1.2. "apn" key

The "apn" key value is an optional alternate presentation number associated with the originator of personal communications, which may for example derive from the user component of the From header field value of a SIP request (in cases where a network number is carried in the P-Asserted-Identity [RFC3325]), or alternatively from the Additional-Identity header field value [3GPP TS 24.229 v16.7.0], or a similar field in other PASSporT using protocols. Its intended semantics are to convey a number that the originating user is authorized to show to called parties in lieu of their default number, such as cases where a remote call agent uses the main number of a call center instead of their personal telephone number. The "apn" key value is a canonicalized telephone number per [RFC8224] Section 8.3. If present, this key MUST be included once as part of the "rcd" claim value JSON object.

The use of the optional "apn" key is intended for cases where the signer of an rcd PASSporT authorizes the use of an alternate presentation number by the user. How the signer determines that a user is authorized to present the number in question is a policy decision outside the scope of this document, however, the vetting of the alternate presentation number should follow the same level of vetting as telephone identities or any other information contained in an RCD PASSporT. This usage is intended as an alternative to conveying the presentation number in the "tel" key value of a jCard, in situations where no other rich jCard data needs to be conveyed with the call. Only one "apn" key may be present. "apn" MUST be used when it is the intent of the caller or signer to display the alternate presentation number even if "jcd" or "jcl" keys are present in a PASSporT with a "tel" key value.

5.1.3. "jcd" key

The "jcd" key value is defined to contain a jCard [RFC7095] JSON object. This jCard object is intended to represent and derives from the Call-Info header field value defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] with a type of "jcard". As also defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd], format of the jCard and properties used should follow the normative usage and formatting rules and procedures. It is an extensible object where the calling party can provide both the standard types of information defined in jCard or can use the built-in extensibility of the jCard specification to add additional information. The "jcd" key is optional. If included, this key MUST only be included once in the "rcd" JSON object and MUST NOT be included if there is a "jcl" key included. The use of "jcd" and "jcl" keys are mutually exclusive.
The jCard object value for "jcd" MUST only have referenced content for URI values that do not further reference URIs. Future specifications may extend this capability, but as stated in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] it constrains the security properties of RCD information and the integrity of the content referenced by URIs.

Note: even though we refer to [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] as the definition of the jcard properties for usage in a "rcd" PASSport, other protocols can be adapted for use of "jcd" (or similarly "jcl" below) key beyond SIP and Call-Info.

5.1.4. "jcl" key

The "jcl" key value is defined to contain a HTTPS URL that refers the recipient to a jCard [RFC7095] JSON object hosted on a HTTPS enabled web server. The web server MUST use the MIME media type for JSON text as application/json with a default encoding of UTF-8 [RFC4627]. This link may derive from the Call-Info header field value defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] with a type of "jcard". As also defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd], format of the jCard and properties used should follow the normative usage and formatting rules and procedures. The "jcl" key is optional. If included, this key MUST only be included once in the "rcd" JSON object and MUST NOT be included if there is a "jcd" key included. The use of "jcd" and "jcl" keys are mutually exclusive.

The jCard object referenced by the URI value for "jcl" MUST only have referenced content for URI values that do not further reference URIs. Future specifications may extend this capability, but as stated in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] it constrains the security properties of RCD information and the integrity of the content referenced by URIs.

6. "rcdi" RCD Integrity Claim Definition and Usage

The "rcdi" claim is included for the second and fourth modes described in integrity overview section of this document. If this claim is present it MUST be only included once with the corresponding single "rcd" claim. The value of the "rcdi" claim is a JSON object that is defined as follows.

The claim value of "rcdi" claim key is a JSON object with a set of JSON key/value pairs. These objects correspond to each of the elements of the "rcd" claim object that require integrity protection with an associated digest over the content referenced by the key string. The individual digest of different elements of the "rcd" claim data and external URI referenced content is kept specifically
separate to allow the ability to verify the integrity of only the elements that are ultimately retrieved or downloaded or rendered to the end-user.

The key value references a specific object within the "rcd" claim value using a JSON pointer defined in [RFC6901] with a minor additional rule to support external URI references that include JSON objects themselves, for the specific case of the use of "jcl". JSON pointer syntax is the key value that specifies exactly the part of JSON that is used to generate the digest which produce the resulting string that makes up the value for the corresponding key. Detailed procedures are provided below, but an example "rcdi" is provided here:

"rcdi" : {
    "/jcd": "sha256-7kdCB2qH0ngMSPsmABvsK1HPH2ESgjojhdSjGRr3rk",
    "/jcd/1/2/3": "sha256-jL4f47fF82LuwcrOrSyckA45Wrl1ElfARKW6kYo1JdI"
}

The values of each key pair are a digest combined with a string that defines the crypto algorithm used to generate the digest. RCD implementations MUST support the following hash algorithms, "SHA256", "SHA384", and "SHA512". The SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512 are part of the SHA-2 set of cryptographic hash functions defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST). Implementations MAY support additional algorithms, but MUST NOT support known weak algorithms such as MD5 or SHA-1. In the future, the list of algorithms may be re-evaluated based on security best practices. The algorithms are represented in the text by "sha256", "sha384", or "sha512". The character following the algorithm string MUST be a minus character, "-". The subsequent characters are the base64 encoded [RFC4648] digest of a canonicalized and concatenated string or binary data based on the JSON pointer referenced elements of "rcd" claim or the URI referenced content contained in the claim. The details of the determination of the input string used to determine the digest are defined in the next section.

6.1. Creation of the "rcd" element digests

"rcd" claim objects can contain "nam", "apn", "jcd", or "jcl" keys as part of the "rcd" JSON object claim value. This specification defines the use of JSON pointer [RFC6901] as a mechanism to reference specific "rcd" claim elements.
In the case of "nam", the only allowed value is a "string". In order to reference the "nam" string value for a digest, the JSON pointer string would be "/nam" and the digest string would be created using only the string pointed to by that "/nam" following the rules of JSON pointer.

In the case of "apn", the only allowed value is a "string". In order to reference the "apn" string value for a digest, the JSON pointer string would be "/apn" and the digest string would be created using only the string pointed to by that "/apn" following the rules of JSON pointer.

In the case of "jcd", the value associated is a jCard JSON object, which happens to be a JSON array with sub-arrays. JSON pointer notation uses numeric indexes into elements of arrays, including when those elements are arrays themselves.

As example, for the following "rcd" claim:

```
"rcd": {
    "nam": "Q Branch Spy Gadgets",
    "jcd": ["vcard",
            ["version", {}, "text", "4.0"],
            ["fn", {}, "text", "Q Branch"],
            ["org", {}, "text", "MI6;Q Branch Spy Gadgets"],
            ["photo", {}, "uri",
             "https://example.com/photos/quartermaster-256x256.png"],
            ["logo", {}, "uri",
             "https://example.com/logos/mi6-256x256.jpg"],
            ["logo", {}, "uri",
             "https://example.com/logos/mi6-64x64.jpg"]
        ]
}
```

In order to use JSON pointer to refer to the URIs, the following example "rcdi" claim includes a digest for the entire "jcd" array string as well as three additional digests for the URIs, where, as defined in [RFC6901] zero-based array indexes are used to reference the URI strings.

```
"rcdi": {
    "/jcd": "sha256-7kdCBZq9OnqMSOpsmABvskIHPPhZESTgjojhdSJRGr3rk",
    "/jcd/1/3": "sha256-RojgWwU6xUt14g82+kHFyHm1JKbm7+663bMzwMhkh14",
    "/jcd/1/4": "sha256-jL4f47fF82Luwc0R3SyckA4S3wr1ElfARHHW6kYo0ldf1",
    "/jcd/1/5": "sha256-GKNxxqlRarbyB9nh7hc/41bZAdK6B0kMRf1AMRWFps0"
}
```
For the use of JSON pointer in "jcd" and because array indexes are dependent on the order of the elements in the jCard, the digest for the "/jcd" corresponding to the entire jCard array string MUST be included to avoid any possibility of substitution or insertion attacks that may be possible to avoid integrity detection. Each URI referenced in the jCard array string MUST have a corresponding JSON pointer string key and digest value.

In the case of the use of a "jcl" URI reference to an external jCard, the procedures are similar to "jcd" with the exception and the minor modification to JSON pointer, where "/jcl" is used to refer to the external jCard array string and any following numeric array indexes added to the "jcl" (e.g. "/jcl/1/2/3") are treated as if the externally referenced jCard was directly part of the overall "rcd" claim JSON object. The following example illustrates a "jcl" version of the above "jcd" example.

```
"rcd": {
    "nam": "Q Branch Spy Gadgets",
    "jcl": "https://example.com/qbranch.json"
},
"rcdi": {
    "/jcl": "sha256-Gb0lOkj7Z9+plgbOkN32H+XX0Yav3fbioSk7DxQdGZU",
    "/jcl/1/3/3": "sha256-RojgWwU6xUtI4g82+kHPyHmlJKbm7+663bMvzymbkl4",
    "/jcl/1/4/3": "sha256-jL4f47fF82LuwcOReSycKA45Sr1ElfARHKW6kYo1JdI",
    "/jcl/1/5/3": "sha256-GKNxxqlLRarbyBNh7hc/41bZAdK6B0kMRf1AMRWPkSo"
}
```

https://example.com/qbranch.json:
```
["vcard",
 [ ["version",{},"text","4.0"],
 ["fn",{},"text","Q Branch"],
 ["org",{},"text","MI6;Q Branch Spy Gadgets"]
 ["photo",{},"uri",
 "https://example.com/photos/quartermaster-256x256.png"]
 ["logo",{},"uri",
 "https://example.com/logos/mi6-256x256.jpg"]
 ["logo",{},"uri",
 "https://example.com/logos/mi6-64x64.jpg"]
]
```

In order to facilitate proper verification of the digests and whether the "rcd" elements or content referenced by URIs were modified, the input to the digest must be completely deterministic at three points in the process. First, at the certification point where the content is evaluated to conform to the application policy and the JWT Claim Constraints is applied to the certificate containing the digest.
Second, when the call is signed at the Authentication Service, there may be a local policy to verify that the provided "rcd" claim corresponds to each digest. Third, when the "rcd" data is verified at the Verification Service, the verification is performed for each digest by constructing the input digest string for the element being verified and referenced by the JSON pointer string.

The procedure for the creation of each "rcd" element digest string corresponding to a JSON pointer string key is as follows.

1. The JSON pointer either refers to an element that is a part or whole of a JSON object string or to a string that is a URI referencing an external resource.

2. For a JSON formatted string, serialize the element JSON to remove all white space and line breaks. The procedures of this deterministic JSON serialization are defined in [RFC8225], Section 9. The resulting string MUST be a Base64 encoded [RFC4648] digest string (for sha256 this should result in approximately 44 characters).

3. For any URI referenced content, the content can either be a string as in jCard JSON objects or binary content. For example, image and audio files contain binary content. If the URI referenced content is JSON formatted, follow the procedures defined in list item 2 above. Either the binary data or string content of the file is used to create a resulting string which MUST be a Base64 encoded [RFC4648] digest string (for sha256 this should result in approximately 44 characters).

6.2. JWT Claim Constraints for "rcd" claims only

For the third mode described in the integrity overview section of this document, where only JWT Claim Constraints for "rcd" claims without an "rcdi" claim is required, the procedure when creating the certificate with the intent to always include an "rcd" claim, to include a JWT Claim Constraints on inclusion of an "rcd" claim with the intended values required to be constrained by the certificate used to sign the PASSporT.

The "permittedValues" for the "rcd" claim may optionally contain multiple entries, to support the case where the certificate holder is authorized to use different sets of rich call data.

Only including "permittedValues" for "rcd" (with no "mustInclude") provides the ability to either have no "rcd" claim or only the set of constrained "permittedValues" values for an included "rcd" claim.
7. JWT Claim Constraints usage for "rcd" and "rcdi" claims

The integrity overview section of this document describes a fourth mode where both "rcdi" and JWT Claim Constraints is used. The use of this mode implies the signing of an "rcdi" claim is required to be protected by the authoritative certificate creator using JWT Claims Constraints in the certificate. The intention of the use of both of these mechanisms is to constrain the signer to construct the "rcd" and "rcdi" claims with the "rcd" jCard object including reference external content via URI. Once both the contents of the "rcd" claim and any linked content is certified by the party that is authoritative for the certificate being created and the construction of the "rcdi" claim is complete, the "rcdi" claim is linked to the STIR certificate associated with the signature in the PASSporT via JWT Claim Constraints as defined in [RFC8226] Section 8. It should be recognized that the "rcdi" set of digests is intended to be unique for only a specific combination of "rcd" content and URI referenced external content, and therefore provides a robust integrity mechanism for an authentication service being performed by a non-authoritative party. This would often be associated with the use of delegate certificates [I-D.ietf-stir-cert-delegation] for the signing of calls by the calling party directly as an example, even though the "authorized party" is not necessarily the subject of a STIR certificate.

For the case that there should always be both "rcd" and "rcdi" values included in the "rcd" PASSporT, the certificate JWT Claims Constraint MUST include both of the following:

* a "mustInclude" for the "rcd" claim, which simply constrains the fact that an "rcd" must be included if there is a "rcdi"

* a "mustInclude" for the "rcdi" claim and a "permittedValues" equal to the created "rcdi" claim value string.

Note that optionally the "rcd" claims may be included in the "permittedValues" however it is recognized that this may be redundant with the "rcdi" permittedValues because the "rcdi" digest will imply the content of the "rcd" claims themselves.

The "permittedValues" for the "rcdi" claims may contain multiple entries, to support the case where the certificate holder is authorized to use different sets of rich call data.
8. PASSporT "crn" claim - Call Reason Definition and Usage

This specification defines a new JSON Web Token claim for "crn", Call Reason, the value of which is a single string or object that can contains information as defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] corresponding to the "reason" parameter for the Call-Info header. This claim is optional.

Example "crn" claim with "rcd":
"rcd": { "nam": "James Bond", "jcl": "https://example.org/james_bond.json"}, "crn": "For your ears only"

8.1. JWT Constraint for "crn" claim

The integrity of the "crn" claim can optionally be protected by the authoritative certificate creator using JWT Constraints in the certificate. If the intent of the issuer of the certificate is to always including a call reason, a "mustInclude" for the "crn" claim indicates that a "crn" claim must be present. If the issuer of the certificate wants to constrain the contents of "crn", then it may set "permittedValues" for "crn" in the certificate.

9. Rich Call Data Claims Usage Rules

Either or both the "rcd" or "crn" claims may appear in any PASSporT claims object as optional elements. The creator of a PASSporT MAY also add a "ppt" value of "rcd" to the header of a PASSporT as well, in which case the PASSporT claims MUST contain either a "rcd" or "crn" claim, and any entities verifying the PASSporT object are required to understand the "ppt" extension in order to process the PASSporT in question. An example PASSporT header with the "ppt" included is shown as follows:

```
{ "typ":"passport", "ppt":"rcd", "alg":"ES256", "x5u":"https://www.example.com/cert.cer" }
```

The PASSporT claims object contains the "rcd" key with its corresponding value. The value of "rcd" is an array of JSON objects, of which one, the "nam" object, is mandatory. The key syntax of "nam" follows the display-name ABNF given in [RFC3261].

After the header and claims PASSporT objects have been constructed, their signature is generated normally per the guidance in [RFC8225].
9.1. Verification rules

A PASSporT that uses claims defined in this specification, in order to have a successful verification outcome, MUST conform to the following:

* abide by all rules set forth in the proper construction of the claims
* abide by JWT Claims Constraint rules defined in [RFC8226] Section 8 or extended in [I-D.ietf-stir-enhance-rfc8226] if present in the certificate used to sign the PASSporT
* pass integrity verification using "rcdi" if present.

Consistent with the verification rules of PASSporTs more generally [RFC8225], if any of the above criteria is not met, the PASSporT verification should be considered a failed verification for all claims in the PASSporT.

In some middle box scenarios, a relying party may not have the need to validate content that is referenced by URIs (e.g. only wanting to validate base PASSporT info like "orig" and "dest" or other "rcd" info like "nam" or "apn"). In these scenarios, this procedure while not considered a full verification, can be performed without verifying the full integrity checks of URI referenced content.

9.2. Example "rcd" PASSporTs

An example of a "nam" only PASSporT claims object is shown next (with line breaks for readability only).

```json
{  "orig":{"tn":"12025551000"},
   "dest":{"tn":"12025551001"},
   "iat":1443208345,
   "rcd":{"nam":"James Bond"} }
```

An example of a "nam" and "apn" only PASSporT claims object is shown next (with line breaks for readability only).

```json
{  "orig":{"tn":"12025551000"},
   "dest":{"tn":"12155551001"},
   "iat":1443208345,
   "rcd":{
      "apn":"12025559990",
      "nam":"Her Majesty’s Secret Service" } }
```
An example of a "nam" only PASSporT claims object with an "rcdi" claim is shown next (with line breaks for readability only).

```json
{  "orig": {"tn": "12025551000"},
  "dest": {"tn": ["12025551001"]},
  "iat": 1443208345,
  "rcd": {"nam": "James Bond"},
  "rcdi": {"/nam": "sha256-uDtvpG1xNw+MK0XEOh+2UNQ94MQJ5d2ftgmHxsjKeMw"}
}
```

An example of a "rcd" claims object that includes the "jcd" and also contains a URI which requires the inclusion of an "rcdi" claim.

```json
{  "orig": { "tn": "12025551000"},
  "dest": { "tn": ["12155551001"]},
  "iat": 1443208345,
  "rcd": {
    "nam": "Q Branch Spy Gadgets",
    "jcd": ["vcard",
                ["version", {}, "text", "4.0"],
                ["fn", {}, "text", "Q Branch"],
                ["org", {}, "text", "MI6\;Q Branch Spy Gadgets"],
                ["photo", {}, "uri", "https://example.com/photos/q-256x256.png"],
                ["logo", {}, "uri", "https://example.com/logos/mi6-256x256.jpg"],
                ["logo", {}, "uri", "https://example.com/logos/mi6-64x64.jpg"]
            ]
  },
  "crn": "Rendezvous for Little Nellie",
  "rcdi": {
    "nam": "sha256-sM275lTgzCte+LHOKHtU4SxG8shloOo6OS4ot8I3QImY",
    "jcd": "sha256-7kdCBz2qH0nqMSPsmABvsKlHPh2ESTgjojhdsJGRx3rk",
    "/jcd/1/3": "sha256-RoqgWwU6xUt1q82+qHPyHmlJKbm7+663bMvzsymhlk4",
    "/jcd/1/4": "sha256-Jl4f47ff82LuwcrOrSyckA4SWrE1fARHkW6kYo1JdI",
    "/jcd/1/5": "sha256-GKNxxq1LxarbyBNh7hc/41bZAdK6B0KR1AMRWPKSo"
  }
}
```

In an example PASSporT, where a jCard is linked via HTTPS URL using "jcl", a jCard file served at a particular URL.

An example jCard JSON file is shown as follows:
If that jCard is hosted at the example address of "https://example.com/qbranch.json", the corresponding PASSporT claims object would be as follows:

```json
{
    "orig": {"tn": "12025551000"},
    "dest": {"tn": ["12155551001"]},
    "iat": 1443208345,
    "rcd": {
        "nam": "Q Branch Spy Gadgets",
        "jcl": "https://example.com/qbranch.json"
    },
    "crn": "Rendezvous for Little Nellie",
    "rcdi": {
        "nam": "sha256-Gb01Okj7Z9+plqbOkN32H+YX0Yav3fbiSk7DxQdGZU",
        "jcl": "sha256-Gb01Okj7Z9+plqbOkN32H+YX0Yav3fbiSk7DxQdGZU",
       ="/jcl/1/3/3": "sha256-RojgWwu6xUtI4q82+kHPyHm1JKkm7+663bMvzynmkl4",
       ="/jcl/1/4/3": "sha256-jL4f47fF82LuwcryOrSyckA4Swr1ElfARh5kYo1JdI",
       ="/jcl/1/5/3": "sha256-GKNxxqlLRarbyBNh7hc/4lbZAdK6B0kMRr1AMRWfpSo"
    }
}
```

10. Compact form of "rcd" PASSporT

10.1. Compact form of the "rcd" PASSporT claim

Compact form of an "rcd" PASSporT claim has some restrictions but mainly follows standard PASSporT compact form procedures. For re-construction of the "nam" claim the string for the display-name in the From header field. For re-construction of the "jcl", the Call-Info header as with purpose "jcard" defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd] MUST be used. "jcd" claim MAY NOT be used as part of compact form.
10.2. Compact form of the "rcdi" PASSporT claim

Compact form of an "rcdi" PASSporT claim is not supported, so if "rcdi" is required compact form MUST NOT be used.

10.3. Compact form of the "crn" PASSporT claim

Compact form of a "crn" PASSporT claim shall be re-constructed using the "call-reason" parameter of a Call-Info header as defined by [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd].

11. Further Information Associated with Callers

Beyond naming information and the information that can be contained in a jCard [RFC7095] object, there may be additional human-readable information about the calling party that should be rendered to the end user in order to help the called party decide whether or not to pick up the phone. This is not limited to information about the caller, but includes information about the call itself, which may derive from analytics that determine based on call patterns or similar data if the call is likely to be one the called party wants to receive. Such data could include:

* information related to the location of the caller, or

* any organizations or institutions that the caller is associated with, or even categories of institutions (is this a government agency, or a bank, or what have you), or

* hyperlinks to images, such as logos or pictures of faces, or to similar external profile information, or

* information processed by an application before rendering it to a user, like social networking data that shows that an unknown caller is a friend-of-a-friend, or reputation scores derived from crowdsourcing, or confidence scores based on broader analytics about the caller and callee.

All of these data elements would benefit from the secure attestations provided by the STIR and PASSporT frameworks. A new IANA registry has been defined to hold potential values of the "rcd" array; see Section 17.3. Specific extensions to the "rcd" PASSporT claim are left for future specification.

There is a few ways RCD can be extended in the future, jCard is an extensible object and the key/values in the RCD claim object can also be extended. General guidance for future extensibility that were followed by the authors is that jCard generally should refer to data
that references the caller as an individual or entity, where other claims, such as "crn" refer to data regarding the specific call. There may be other considerations discovered in the future, but this logical grouping of data to the extent possible should be followed for future extensibility.

12. Third-Party Uses

While rich data about the call can be provided by an originating authentication service, an intermediary in the call path could also acquire rich call data by querying a third-party service. Such a service effectively acts as a STIR Authentication Service, generating its own PASSporT, and that PASSporT could be attached to a SIP call by either the originating or terminating side. This third-party PASSporT attests information about the calling number, rather than the call or caller itself, and as such its RCD MUST NOT be used when a call lacks a first-party PASSporT that assures verification services that the calling party number is not spoofed. It is intended to be used in cases when the originating side does not supply a display-name for the caller, so instead some entity in the call path invokes a third-party service to provide rich caller data for a call.

In telephone operations today, a third-party information service is commonly queried with the calling party’s number in order to learn the name of the calling party, and potentially other helpful information could also be passed over that interface. The value of using a PASSporT to convey this information from third parties lies largely in the preservation of the third party’s signature over the data, and the potential for the PASSporT to be conveyed from intermediaries to endpoint devices. Effectively, these use cases form a sub-case of out-of-band [I-D.ietf-stir-oob] use cases. The manner in which third-party services are discovered is outside the scope of this document.

An intermediary use case might look as follows: a SIP INVITE carries a display name in its From header field value and an initial PASSporT object without the "rcd" claim. When a terminating verification service implemented at a SIP proxy server receives this request, and determines that the signature is valid, it might query a third-party service that maps telephone numbers to calling party names. Upon receiving the PASSporT in a response from that third-party service, the terminating side could add a new Identity header field to the request for the "rcd" PASSporT object provided by the third-party service. It would then forward the INVITE to the terminating user agent. If the display name in the "rcd" PASSporT object matches the display name in the INVITE, then the name would presumably be rendered to the end user by the terminating user agent.
A very similar flow could be followed by an intermediary closer to the origination of the call. Presumably such a service could be implemented at an originating network in order to decouple the systems that sign for calling party numbers from the systems that provide rich data about calls.

In an alternative use case, the terminating user agent might query a third-party service. In this case, no new Identity header field would be generated, though the terminating user agent might receive a PASSporT object in return from the third-party service, and use the "rcd" field in the object as a calling name to render to users while alerting.

While in the traditional telephone network, the business relationship between calling customers and their telephone service providers is the ultimate root of information about a calling party’s name, some other forms of data like crowdsourced reputation scores might derive from third parties. When those elements are present, they MUST be in a third-party "rcd" PASSporT using "iss" claim described in the next section.

12.1. Signing as a Third Party

A third-party PASSporT contains an "iss" element to distinguish its PASSporTs from first-party PASSporTs. Third-party "rcd" PASSporTs are signed with credentials that do not have authority over the identity that appears in the "orig" element of the PASSporT claims. The presence of "iss" signifies that a different category of credential is being used to sign a PASSporT than the [RFC8226] certificates used to sign STIR calls; it is instead a certificate that identifies the source of the "rcd" data. How those credentials are issued and managed is outside the scope of this specification; the value of "iss" however MUST reflect the Subject of the certificate used to sign a third-party PASSporT. The explicit mechanism for reflecting the subject field of the certificate is out of scope of this document and left to the certificate governance policies that define how to map the "iss" value in the PASSporT to the subject field in the certificate. Relying parties in STIR have always been left to make their own authorization decisions about whether to trust the signers of PASSporTs, and in the third-party case, where an entity has explicitly queried a service to acquire the PASSporT object, it may be some external trust or business relationship that induces the relying party to trust a PASSporT.

An example of a Third Party issued PASSporT claims object is as follows.
13. Levels of Assurance

As "rcd" can be provided by either first or third parties, relying parties could benefit from an additional claim that indicates the relationship of the attesting party to the caller. Even in first party cases, this admits of some complexity: the Communications Service Provider (CSP) to which a number was assigned might in turn delegate the number to a reseller, who would then sell the number to an enterprise, in which case the CSP might have little insight into the caller’s name. In third party cases, a caller’s name could derive from any number of data sources, on a spectrum between public data scraped from web searches to a direct business relationship to the caller. As multiple PASSporTs can be associated with the same call, potentially a verification service could receive attestations of the caller name from multiple sources, which have different levels of granularity or accuracy. Therefore, third-party PASSporTs that carry "rcd" data MUST also carry an indication of the relationship of the generator of the PASSporT to the caller in the form of the "iss" claim. As stated in the previous section, the use of "iss" MUST reflect the subject field of the certificate used to sign a third-party PASSporT to represent that relationship.

14. Using "rcd" in SIP

This section specifies SIP-specific usage for the "rcd" claim in PASSporT, and in the SIP Identity header field value. Other using protocols of PASSporT may define their own usages for the "rcd" claim.

14.1. Authentication Service Behavior

An authentication service creating a PASSporT containing a "rcd" claim MAY include a "ppt" for "rcd" or not. Third-party authentication services following the behavior in Section 12.1 MUST include a "ppt" of "rcd". If "ppt" does contain a "rcd", then any SIP authentication services MUST add a "ppt" parameter to the Identity header containing that PASSporT with a value of "rcd". The resulting Identity header might look as follows:
This specification assumes that by default, a SIP authentication service derives the value of "rcd", specifically only for the "nam" key value, from the display-name component of the From header field value of the request, alternatively for some calls this may come from the P-Asserted-ID header. It is however a matter of authentication service policy to decide how it populates the value of "nam" key, which MAY also derive from other fields in the request, from customer profile data, or from access to external services. If the authentication service generates a "rcd" claim containing "nam" with a value that is not equivalent to the From header field display-name value, it MUST use the full form of the PASSporT object in SIP.

14.2. Verification Service Behavior

[RFC8224] Section 6.2 Step 5 requires that specifications defining "ppt" values describe any additional verifier behavior. The behavior specified for the "ppt" values of "rcd" is as follows. If the PASSporT is in compact form, then the verification service SHOULD extract the display-name from the From header field value, if any, and use that as the value for the "nam" key when it recomputes the header and claims of the PASSporT object. Additionally, if there exists a Call-Info header field as defined in [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd], the "jcard" value can be derived to determine the "jcd" key when it recomputes the header and claims of the PASSporT object. If the signature validates over the recomputed object, then the verification should be considered successful.

However, if the PASSport is in full form with a "ppt" value of "rcd", then the verification service MUST extract the value associated with the "rcd" "nam" key in the object. If the signature validates, then the verification service can use the value of the "rcd" "nam" key as the display name of calling party, which would in turn be rendered to alerted users or otherwise leveraged in accordance with local policy. This allows SIP networks that convey the display name through a field other than the From header field to interoperate with this specification. Similarly, the "jcd" or linked "jcl" jcard information and "crn" can be optionally, based on local policy for devices that support it, used to populate a Call-Info header field following the format of [I-D.ietf-sipcore-callinfo-rcd].
The third-party "rcd" PASSporT cases presents some new challenges, as an attacker could attempt to cut-and-paste such a third-party PASSporT into a SIP request in an effort to get the terminating user agent to render the display name or confidence values it contains to a call that should have no such assurance. A third-party "rcd" PASSporT provides no assurance that the calling party number has not been spoofed: if it is carried in a SIP request, for example, then some other PASSporT in another Identity header field value would have to carry a PASSporT attesting that. A verification service MUST determine that the calling party number shown in the "orig" of the "rcd" PASSporT corresponds to the calling party number of the call it has received, and that the "iat" field of the "rcd" PASSporT is within the date interval that the verification service would ordinarily accept for a PASSporT.

Verification services may alter their authorization policies for the credentials accepted to sign PASSporTs when third parties generate PASSporT objects, per Section 12.1. This may include accepting a valid signature over a PASSporT even if it is signed with a credential that does not attest authority over the identity in the "orig" claim of the PASSporT, provided that the verification service has some other reason to trust the signer. No further guidance on verification service authorization policy is given here.

The behavior of a SIP UAS upon receiving an INVITE containing a PASSporT object with a "rcd" claim largely remains a matter of implementation policy. In most cases, implementations would render this calling party name information to the user while alerting. Any user interface additions to express confidence in the veracity of this information are outside the scope of this specification.

15. Using "rcd" as additional claims to other PASSporT extensions

Rich Call Data, including calling name information, for example, is often data that is additive data to the personal communications information defined in the core PASSporT data required to support the security properties defined in [RFC8225]. For cases where the entity that is originating the personal communications and additionally is supporting the authentication service and also is the authority of the Rich Call Data, rather than creating multiple identity headers with multiple PASSporT extensions or defining multiple combinations and permutations of PASSporT extension definitions, the authentication service can alternatively directly add the "rcd" claims to the PASSporT it is creating, whether it is constructed with a PASSporT extension or not.
Note: There is one very important caveat to this capability, because generally if there is URI referenced content in an "rcd" PASSporT there is often the requirement to use "rcdi" and JWT Claims Constraints. So, it is important for the user of this specification to recognize that the certificates used must include the necessary JWT Claims Constraints for proper integrity and security of the values in the "rcd" claim incorporated into PASSporTs that are not "rcd".

15.1. Procedures for applying "rcd" as claims only

For a given PASSporT using some other extension than "rcd", the Authentication Service MAY additionally include the "rcd" claim as defined in this document. This would result in a set of claims that correspond to the original intended extension with the addition of the "rcd" claim.

The Verification service that receives the PASSporT, if it supports this specification and chooses to, should interpret the "rcd" claim as simply just an additional claim intended to deliver and/or validate delivered Rich Call Data.

15.2. Example for applying "rcd" as claims only

In the case of [RFC8588] which is the PASSporT extension supporting the SHAKEN specification [ATIS-1000074], a common case for an Authentication service to co-exist in a CSP network along with the authority over the calling name used for the call. Rather than require two identity headers, the CSP Authentication Service can apply both the SHAKEN PASSporT claims and extension and simply add the "rcd" required claims defined in this document.

For example, the PASSporT claims for the "shaken" PASSporT with "rcd" claims would be as follows:
Protected Header
{
  "alg":"ES256",
  "typ":"passport",
  \ppt:shaken,
  "x5u":"https://cert.example.org/passport.cer"
}

Payload
{
  \attest:A,
  \dest:{\tn:12025551001},
  \iat:1443208345,
  \orig:{\tn:12025551000},
  \origid:123e4567-e89b-12d3-a456-426655440000,
  \rcd:{\nam:"James Bond"}
}

A Verification Service that supports "rcd" and "shaken" PASSporT extensions is able to receive the above PASSporT and interpret both the "shaken" claims as well as the "rcd" defined claim.

If the Verification Service only understands the "shaken" extension claims but doesn't support "rcd", the "rcd" is ignored and disregarded.
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17. IANA Considerations

17.1. JSON Web Token Claim

This specification requests that the IANA add three new claims to the JSON Web Token Claims registry as defined in [RFC7519].

Claim Name: "rcd"

Claim Description: Rich Call Data Information

Change Controller: IESG

Specification Document(s): [RFCThis]

Claim Name: "rcdi"
Claim Description: Rich Call Data Integrity Information

Change Controller: IESG

Specification Document(s): [RFCThis]

Claim Name: "crn"

Claim Description: Call Reason

Change Controller: IESG

Specification Document(s): [RFCThis]

17.2. PASSporT Types

This specification requests that the IANA add a new entry to the PASSporT Types registry for the type "rcd" which is specified in [RFCThis].

17.3. PASSporT RCD Types

This specification requests that the IANA create a new registry for PASSporT RCD types. Registration of new PASSporT RCD types shall be under the Specification Required policy.

This registry is to be initially populated with four values, "nam", "apn", "jcd", and "jcl", which are specified in [RFCThis].

18. Security Considerations

Whether its identities, alternate identities, images, logos, physical addresses, all of the information contained in a RCD PASSporT must follow some form of vetting in which the authoritative entity or user of the information being signed MUST follow an applicable policy of the eco-system using RCD. This can be of many forms, depending on the setup and constraints of the eco-system so is therefore out-of-scope of this document. However, the general chain of trust that signers of RCD PASSporT are either directly authoritative or have been delegated authority through certificates using JWT Claim Constraints and integrity mechanisms defined in this and related documents is critical to maintain the integrity of the eco-system utilizing this and other STIR related specifications.

Revealing information such as the name, location, and affiliation of a person necessarily entails certain privacy risks. Baseline PASSporT has no particular confidentiality requirement, as the information it signs over in a using protocol like SIP is all
information that SIP carries in the clear anyway. Transport-level security can hide those SIP fields from eavesdroppers, and the same confidentiality mechanisms would protect any PASSporT(s) carried in SIP.

Since computation of "rcdi" digests for URIs requires the loading of referenced content, it would be best practice to validate that content at the creation of the "rcdi" or corresponding JWT claim constraint value by checking for content that may cause issues for verification services or that doesn’t follow the behavior defined in this document, e.g. unreasonably sized data, the inclusion of recursive URI references, etc. Along the same lines, the verification service should also use precautionary best practices to avoid attacks when accessing URI linked content.

18.1. The use of JWT Claim Constraints in delegate certificates to exclude unauthorized claims

While this can apply to any PASSporT that is signed with a STIR Delegate Certificates [I-D.ietf-stir-cert-delegation], it is important to note that when constraining PASSporTs to include specific claims or contents of claims, it is also important to consider potential attacks by non-authorized signers that may include other potential PASSporT claims that weren’t originally vetted by the authorized entity providing the delegate certificate. The use of JWT claims constraints as defined in [I-D.ietf-stir-enhance-rfc8226] for preventing the ability to include claims beyond the claims defined in this document may need to be considered.

Certificate issuers SHOULD NOT include an entry in mustExclude for the "rcdi" claim for a certificate that will be used with the PASSporT Extension for Rich Call Data defined in this document. Excluding this claim would prevent the integrity protection mechanism from working properly.
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Abstract
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1. Introduction

The STIR problem statement [RFC7340] reviews the difficulties facing the telephone network that are enabled by impersonation, including various forms of robocalling, voicemail hacking, and swatting. One of the most important components of a system to prevent impersonation is the implementation of credentials which identify the parties who control telephone numbers. The STIR certificates [RFC8226] specification describes a credential system based on [X.509] version 3 certificates in accordance with [RFC5280] for that purpose. Those credentials can then be used by STIR authentication services [RFC8224] to sign PASSporT objects [RFC8225] carried in SIP [RFC3261] requests.

[RFC8226] specifies an extension to X.509 that defines a Telephony Number (TN) Authorization List that may be included by certificate authorities in certificates. This extension provides additional information that relying parties can use when validating transactions with the certificate. When a SIP request, for example, arrives at a terminating administrative domain, the calling number attested by the SIP request can be compared to the TN Authorization List of the certificate that signed the PASSporT to determine if the caller is authorized to use that calling number.
Initial deployment of [RFC8226] has focused on the use of Service Provider Codes (SPCs) to attest the scope of authority of a certificate. Typically, these codes are internal telephone network identifiers such as the Operating Company Numbers (OCNs) assigned to carriers in the United States. Allocations at finer levels of granularity, to blocks of telephone numbers or even to individual numbers, are also desirable for enterprise use cases. [RFC8226] gave an overview of a certificate enrollment model based on "delegation," whereby the holder of certificate might allocate a subset of that certificates authority to another party. This specification details how delegation of authority works for STIR certificates.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. Delegation of STIR Certificates

STIR delegate certificates are certificates containing a TNAuthList object that have been signed with the private key of a parent certificate that itself contains a TNAuthList object. The parent certificate needs to have its CA boolean set to "true", indicating that it can sign certificates. Every STIR delegate certificate identifies its parent certificate with a standard [RFC5280] Authority Key Identifier.

The authority bestowed on the holder of the delegate certificate by the parent certificate is recorded in the delegate certificate’s TNAuthList. Because STIR certificates use the TNAuthList object rather than the Subject Name for indicating the scope of their authority, traditional [RFC5280] name constraints are not directly applicable to STIR. In a manner similar to the RPKI [RFC6480] "encompassing" semantics, each delegate certificate must have a TNAuthList scope that is equal to or a subset of its parent certificate’s scope: it must be "encompassed." For example, a parent certificate with a TNauthList that attested authority for the numbering range +1-212-555-1000 through 1999 could issue a certificate to one delegate attesting authority for the range +1-212-555-1500 through 1599, and to another delegate a certificate for the individual number +1-212-555-1824.

Delegate certificates may themselves be issued with the CA boolean set to "true" so that they can serve as parent certificates to further delegates; effectively, this delegate certificate is a cross-certificate, as its issuer is not the same as its subject. In the
STIR ecosystem, certification authority certificates may be used to sign PASSporTs; this removes the need for creating a redundant end-entity certificate with an identical TNAuthList to its parent, though if for operational or security reasons certificate holders wish to do so, they may.

Parent certificates may have a TNAuthList containing one or more SPCs, one or more telephone number ranges, or both. Delegations from a parent certificate that contains only SPCs to a delegate certificate containing a telephone number or number range are permitted. Ascertaining whether or not a given telephone number belongs to the service provider identified by an SPC requires access to industry numbering databases that are outside the scope of this specification; entities that are constructing a certificate path who have access to those resources can validate those delegations.

3.1. Authentication Services Signing with Delegate Certificates

Authentication service behavior for delegate certificates is little changed from baseline STIR behavior. The same checks are performed by the authentication service, comparing the calling party number attested in call signaling with the scope of the authority of the signing certificate. Authentication services SHOULD NOT use a delegate certificate without validating that its scope of authority is encompassed by that of its parent certificate, and if that certificate in turn has its own parent, the entire certificate path should be validated.

Note that authentication services creating a PASSporT for a call signed with a delegate certificate MUST provide an "x5u" link corresponding to the entire certificate chain, rather than just the delegate certificate used to sign the call, as described in Section 4.

3.2. Verification Service Behavior for Delegate Certificate Signatures

The responsibility of a verification service validating PASSporTs signed with delegate certificates, while largely following baseline [RFC8224] and [RFC8225], requires some additional procedures. When the verification service dereferences the "x5u" parameter, it will acquire a certificate list rather than a single certificate. It MUST then validate all of the credentials in the list, identifying the parent certificate for each delegate through its AKID object.

While ordinarily, relying parties have significant latitude in path construction when validating a certificate chain, STIR assumes a more rigid hierarchical subordination model, rather than one where relying parties may want to derive their own chains to particular trust
anchors. If the certificate chain acquired from the "x5u" element of a PASSporT does not lead to an anchor that the verification service trusts, it treats the validation no differently than it would when a non-delegated certificate was issued by an untrust root; in SIP, it MAY return a 437 "Unsupported Credential" response if the call should be failed for lack of a valid Identity header.

4. Acquiring Certificate Chains in STIR

PASSporT [RFC8225] uses the "x5u" element to convey the URL where verification services can acquire the certificate used to sign a PASSporT. This value is mirrored by the "info" parameter of the Identity header when a PASSporT is conveyed via SIP. Commonly, this is an HTTPS URI.

When a STIR delegate certificate is used to sign a PASSporT, the "x5u" element in the PASSporT will contain a URI indicating where a certificate list is available. That list will be a concatenation of PEM encoded certificates of the type "application/pem-certificate-chain" defined in [I-D.ietf-acme-acme]. The list begins with the certificate used to sign the PASSporT, followed by its parent, and then any subsequent grandparents, great-grandparents, and so on. The ordering MUST conform to the AKID/SKID order chain encoded in the certs themselves. Note that ACME requires the first element in a pem-certificate-chain to be an end-entity certificate; STIR relaxes this requirement, as CA certificates are permitted to sign PASSporTs, so the first element in a pem-certificate-chain used for STIR MAY be a CA certificate.

5. ACME and Delegation

STIR deployments commonly use ACME [I-D.ietf-acme-acme] for certificate acquisition, and it is anticipated that delegate certificates as well will be acquired through an ACME interface. An entity that wishes to acquire a certificate from a particular CA will request an Authority Token [I-D.ietf-acme-authority-token] from the parent with the desired TNAuthList [I-D.ietf-acme-authority-token-tnauthlist] object. Note that if the client wishes to do further subdelegation of its own, it should request a token with the "ca" Authority Token flag set.

The entity then presents that Authority Token to a certificate authority to acquire a STIR delegate certificate. ACME returns an "application/pem-certificate-chain" object with suitable for publishing as an HTTPS resource for retrieval with the PASSporT "x5u" mechanism as discussed in Section 4. If the CSR presented to the ACME server is for a certificate with the CA boolean set to "true", then the ACME server makes a policy decision to determine whether or
not it is appropriate to issue that certificate to the requesting entity. In most ACME cases, that policy decision will be made based on the "ca" flag in the Authority Token.

6. IANA Considerations

This document contains no actions for the IANA.

7. Privacy Considerations

[TBD.]

8. Security Considerations

This document is entirely about security. For further information on certificate security and practices, see [RFC5280], in particular its Security Considerations.
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